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Introduction
The goal of the Defense Environmental Restoration Program (DERP) is to
restore environments impacted by military training. In 2001 the Military
Munitions Response Program (MMRP) was established under the DERP
to manage the environmental, health, and safety issues associated with
unexploded ordnance (UXO), discarded military munitions, and munitions constituents (MC) on non-operational ranges located on active installations, on bases slated for realignment or closure, and formerly used
defense sites. Under the MMRP, the Department of Defense (DoD) is required to: 1) inventory non-operational ranges that contain or are suspected to contain munitions-related material released before September 2002;
2) identify, characterize, track, and report data on MMRP sites and cleanup activities; and 3) develop a process to prioritize site cleanup and estimate costs.
The Army completed their inventory of non-operational ranges in 2003
and began Site Inspections (SI) of these MMRP sites. Based on the site inspection findings, some ranges may require a Remedial Investigation (RI).
RIs for MMRP sites often try to determine if energetic residues are a risk
to ground and surface waters, humans, or other ecological receptors. The
RIs may require additional characterization, long term monitoring, contaminant removal, or treatment of munition constituents at the site. These
risk-based assessments provide a better understanding of the problem and
result in scientifically defensible decisions about remediation unlike those
based on “background” or “non-detectable” benchmarks (ITRC 2008).
The requirement to clean up hazardous materials released to the environment is guided by two major statutes: the 1980 Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), as amended
under the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (1986), and
the 1976 Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), as amended by
the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments (1984). Cleanup and corrective actions under either program are taken if an unacceptable risk to human health or the environment, or both, is present. Risk is determined on
the basis of guidelines set forth within a given state or agency regulatory
program (ITRC 2008).
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For energetic residues the EPA Regions 3, 6, and 9 soil screening levels are
often used in risk assessments for direct contact exposure pathways and
for migration to groundwater (USEPA 2009). However, states can chose
more stringent values or specific values can be established for a given ecological receptor. Moreover, state or program regulations may specify not
only the area, but the depth, to which the soil needs to be sampled for energetic compounds. Therefore, specific state regulations pertaining to a
site need to be incorporated into the sampling design so that the results
can meet state risk assessment and management criteria.
Depending on how the site was used, the energetic residues and metals
may be localized or wide spread, they may be concentrated at the surface,
or may have been buried or redistributed if the site was graded or physically altered. For this reason, the physical site history can help identify the
most likely locations for the MC. Wide area assessments can be very useful
if the site is large and activities took place in multiple locations. Samples
should be collected from the areas most likely to be contaminated, as well
as from the entire area specified for the risk assessment and subsequent
risk management.
Once you have clearly defined the goal of soil sampling and the data quality objectives, this manual gives guidance on how to collect and process soil
samples to quantify energetic compounds (explosive and propellant compounds) and metals. With some modifications, particularly to aspects of
sample handling and processing, this approach can and has been used for
organics and other contaminants, although these are not specifically addressed in this document.
This guidance document is not comprehensive. Many of the studies used
to develop these guidelines were conducted at active firing ranges. Consequently, the mass loading of energetics were measured from the most
commonly used munitions and weapon systems and formulations used in
the past, such as picric acid, ammonium picrate, or tetryl, were not encountered. Not covered in this document is how to sample water for energetic compounds and metals. These topics all are important to the MMRP
program and will likely be covered in a future document. How to handle
UXO or discarded military munitions is outside the scope of this document
and guidance for these activities is found in the U.S. Army Munitions Response Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Guidance for Munition Response Areas (2008).
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The sections in this document follow the site characterization process. Section 2 describes the procedure for establishing risk-based data quality objectives and a conceptual site model. Sections 3 and 4 give background information on how residues are deposited and their fate and transport
specific to MMRP sites. Section 5 describes different soil sampling methods, and Section 6 gives examples of different types of decision units and
sampling strategies. Sections 7 and 8 provide practical information on how
to collect and process multi-increment samples and Section 9 discusses
Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC). The document ends with additional requirements for contract laboratories (Section 10), a summary
(Section 11), and references.
We hope this document will help the reader develop sound protocols for
sampling soils at non-operational ranges. Many of the concepts put forth
in the USACE Interim Guidance (USACE 2009) were incorporated into
this document. Information on topics discussed in this document, from
the basics of sampling theory to specific case studies, can also be found in
journals and government research reports, such as those posted by
SERDP, ESTCP, and ERDC on their web sites.
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2

Data Quality Objectives

2.1

Systematic planning and data quality objectives
Systematic planning determines the type and amount of data to be collected, the locations to be sampled, and the field and laboratory methods that
will be used. A sampling design must be tailored specifically to support the
intended end use of the data (e.g., Fig. 2.1). Without systematic planning,
the likelihood that data will meet project objectives is low.
Systematic planning starts by formulating project-specific Data Quality
Objectives (DQOs) sufficiently explicit that criteria for meeting them are
unequivocal and measurable. EM 200-1-2 Technical Project Planning
(TPP) Process (USACE 1998) is the USACE guidance for conducting systematic planning. The TPP process was developed to provide comprehensive planning guidance to ensure effective and efficient progress to site
closeout within all project constraints. EM 200-1-2 describes the TPP process for identifying project objectives, identifying data required to meet
those objectives, and designing data collection programs. The preparation
of DQO statements is a culmination of the TPP activities.
The TPP process brings together a team to identify the current project and
to document both short- and long-term project objectives for the work at a
site (site closeout). The team evaluates if additional data are needed to satisfy the project objectives and to identify the appropriate sampling and
analysis methods to collect the data needed. The TPP team then finalizes a
data collection program that best meets the customer’s short- and longterm needs within all project and site constraints.
Guidance similar to that in EM 200-1-2 for preparing DQOs is provided in
the EPA’s DQO Process, a seven-step strategic planning process discussed
in Guidance on Systematic Planning Using the Data Quality Objectives
Process (USEPA 2006a), in Standard Practice for Generation of Environmental Data Related to Waste Management Activities: Development
of Data Quality Objectives (ASTM 2006). EM 200-1-2 provides a “crosswalk” to the EPA’s 7-step process in an appendix and on the DQO home
page http://www.qe3c.com/dqo/index.html.
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Figure 2.1 Flow chart overview of systematic planning for remedial investigation.

2.2

Formulating a conceptual site model
How to sample an area and how the samples need to be processed and analyzed will depend on what questions you are trying to answer. Integral to
the DQOs is a Conceptual Site Model (CSM) for the study area. To develop
a CSM, all available information on the past and future use of the study
site should be gathered in a document that can be updated as new infor-
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mation becomes available. In the case of soil sampling, any information on
how and where the energetic compounds and metals were released, their
physical form, and soil factors or climatic variables that affect their fate
should be compiled. Once this information has been collected, the following questions would help determine your DQOs.
1. What munition constituents (MC) were released?
•
•
•
•
•

High explosives (HE).
Propellants.
Metals.
White phosphorus (WP).
Combination of the above.

2. Which potential environmental hazard are you concerned about?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Explosive hazard.
Human exposure (dermal, inhalation, ingestion).
Contaminants leaching to groundwater.
Contamination of surface waters.
Ecotoxicity.
Combination of the above.

3. How was the site used in the past and how will it be used in the future?
•
•
•
•
•

Was it a firing point, impact area, demolition range?
Has the surface been altered or materials moved?
Will it be a new range, a residential area, an industrial site?
Is it currently privately owned?
What is the current or planned land use?

Answers to these questions, the agreed upon DQOs, and the CSM drive the
environmental sampling and analysis plan to produce data (e.g., remedial
design, human health, or groundwater risk assessment). The DQO process
is outlined by the EPA (USEPA 2006a) and by the ASTM (2006). This seven-step process is summarized in Appendix A.
As an example, we describe WP contamination at Eagle River Flats, a wetland impact area in Alaska. Here, dabbling ducks were dying from an unknown cause and investigations were conducted to see if the cause was
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munitions related. The sediments were analyzed for high explosives and
propellant compounds with negative results. However, a sediment sample
that produced a white vapor suggested the presence of white phosphorus,
which was confirmed by chemical analyses (Racine et al. 1992).
Figure 2.2 is a conceptual site model for how WP is released at training
ranges. It uses information known about WP (it is used in obscurants,
burns readily in air, and is persistent as a solid in water), how the rounds
are fired and detonated (point detonating charge at surface), and how
dabbling ducks feed (select millimeter-sized pieces of material) to propose
a CSM on how ducks are poisoned by, and where to sample for, WP.

Figure 2.2. Detonation of white phosphorus smoke rounds deposit millimeter-sized pieces of
WP in shallow ponds.

When a point detonating round lands in a wet environment, not all the WP
is oxidized, and surviving WP particles remain on the bottom of shallow
ponds. While WP is rapidly oxidized when in air, solid pieces of WP are
stable indefinitely under water. Dabbling ducks ingest the millimeter-sized
WP particles as they sieve the pond sediments to find either food or grit for
their gizzards, and die when they ingest WP particles. Therefore, the areas
of concern at Eagle River Flats are the permanent ponds and water channels in the impact zone (Racine et al. 1992).
For MMRP sites, formulating the CSM and determining the areas of concern might be more complicated than in this example. Some MMRP sites
have good records on how the site was used, while others have no site history. The area may have been used for multiple purposes, and the soils
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may have been disturbed or redistributed. Also, multiple contaminants
may be present, each with their own mode of deposition and, hence, distribution, making it difficult to select a single sampling strategy that will
determine a reliable mean concentration for all the contaminants.
Current ownership of MMRP sites can complicate rights of entry; some are
owned by the federal government, some by the state, and some by private
individuals. Sites may have specific development plans, whereas the future
use of other sites may be unknown. Sites may have already been developed
and the different land uses need to be matched with the risk about which
you are concerned. For example, an area may have a housing development
(sample for human exposure) with adjacent land used for pasture (sample
for risk to groundwater). The receptors of interest for those two land uses
are very different, leading to different risk drivers and sampling plans.
MMRP sites are all different. In some cases a clear goal exists, while in
others, people want to know if explosives or metals are present in the soils
and where they are located—“nature and extent.” How to sample for nature and extent is tricky, as land use may not be specified, making it difficult to formulate DQOs. The more information you can obtain about the
site, and how it was used, the easier it will be to determine how the site
should be sampled to determine if MC still remains on the site at concentrations posing an unacceptable risk to your receptors. Figure A.1 (Appendix A) shows the most common types of ranges and the residues likely to
be present. In Section 6 we give a hypothetical example and describe how
to approach some of these problems.
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9

Residue Deposition
Researchers have documented the mass of propellant residues deposited
at firing points, the mass of high explosives deposited from high-order,
partial detonations (low-order), and blow-in-place detonations, and metals deposited into small arms berms. These tests used modern munitions,
some of which were not used at MMRP sites. However, their depositional
patterns are likely to be similar to those for the older munitions, as the
processes used to fire and detonate rounds are the same. Table 3.0 is a
summary of the energetic compounds present in a number of different
types of propellant and explosive formulations.
Table 3.0. Energetic chemicals found in military explosives and propellants. Note that military
grade RDX contains ≈ 10% HMX and military-grade TNT contains ≈ 1% other TNT isomers and
DNTs.
Compound

Uses

Chemicals of concern

Propellant formulations
Single base

Artillery

NC, 2,4-DNT

Double base

Small arms, mortar, artillery

NC, NG

Triple base

155 mm howitzer

NC, NG, NQ

Explosive formulations

3.1

Composition B

Artillery; mortar

60% RDX, 39% TNT

Composition C4

Demolition explosive

91% Military-grade RDX

Tritonal

Bombs

TNT, aluminum

Composition A4

40-mm grenades

RDX

TNT

Artillery

TNT

Composition H-6

Bombs

RDX and TNT, aluminum

Octol

Antitank rockets

HMX and TNT

Explosive D

Naval projectiles

Ammonium Picrate

Propellants
Propellants are generally composed of nitrocellulose (NC) impregnated
with either 2,4-dinitrotoluene (2,4-DNT single-base), nitroglycerin (NG
double-base) or nitroglycerin and nitroguanidine (NQ triple-base). Propellant residues deposited by firing small arms, mortars, artillery, and shoulder-fired antitank rockets are partially burned and unburned particles of
the solid propellant (Fig. 3.1). Nitrocellulose is insoluble in water, but 2,4DNT, NG, and NQ have varying degrees of solubility in water. Nitrocellu-
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lose has no known health or environmental risks; consequently, the mass
of NC deposited for various weapons is usually not estimated (Jenkins et
al. 2008).

Figure 3.1. Multi-perforated M1 propellant used to
fire the 105-mm howitzer rounds (a), fiber residues
(b), and reactant for 2,4-DNT (c).

The mass of NG and 2,4-DNT deposited when different propellants are
fired have been measured (Table 3.1). Similar studies on NQ-containing
propellants are underway. These three chemicals are soluble and have low
health screening levels for drinking water. NG, for example, has a solubility limit of around 1500 mg/L at 20°C in water (Yinon 1999) and a screening level of 3.7 µg/L in residential water.
The mass of 2,4-DNT and NG deposited varied substantially for different
munitions. For example, the mass of NG deposited for a 155-mm howitzer
was estimated at 1.2 mg per round fired, while the NG deposition for an
84-mm AT4 shoulder-fired rocket was 20,000 mg per rocket fired. Most of
this deposition is as nitrocellulose particles, with NG or 2,4-DNT in the NC
matrix (Fig. 3.1–3.3).
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Table 3.1. Mass of NG or 2,4-DNT deposited at firing points per round fired for various weapon systems.
Propellants are given alphanumeric designations that relate to their composition.
Weapon
system

Propellant

Constituent

Rounds
fired

Residues/
round (mg)

M1-I & II

2,4-DNT

71

34

Distance for
deposition (m)

Reference

Howitzers
105-mm

Walsh M.R. et al. 2009

105-mm

M1

2,4-DNT

22

6.4

Jenkins et al. 2007- Ch 4

155-mm

M1

2,4-DNT

60

1.2

Walsh M.R. et al. 2005a

60-mm

Ignition
cartridge

NG

40

0.09

12

Walsh M.R. et al.2006

81-mm

M9
(illuminator)

NG

61

1000

50

Walsh M.R. et al.2006

M45

NG

40

350

84-mm
Carl Gustov

AKB 204/0

NG

39

1055

30*

Jenkins et al. 2008- Ch 4

84-mm AT4

AKB204

NG

5

20,000

50*

Walsh M.R. et al. 2009

M1

2,4-DNT

90

6.7

Mortars

120-mm

Walsh M.R. et al. 2005b

Shoulder-fired rocket

Tank (Leopard)
105-mm

Ampleman et al. 2009

Grenade
40-mmHEDP

M2

NG

144

76

5

F15080

NG

127

2.2

5

5.56-mm Rifle

WC844

NG

100

1.8

10

5.56-mm MG

WC844

NG

200

1.3

30

7.62-mm MG

WC846

NG

100

1.5

15

9-mm Pistol

WPR289

NG

100

2.1

10

12.7-mm MG
(.50 cal)

WC860 &
WC857

NG

195

11

40

40-mm TP

Walsh M.R. et al. 2010

Small Arms

Walsh M.R. et al. 2007

*Major deposition is behind the firing line for shoulder-fired rockets.

In general, the heterogeneity of propellant residues at firing points is
much smaller than that for explosive residues at impact areas. There is
generally a gradient in concentrations for propellant residues from fixed
firing positions downrange, except for residues from shoulder-fired rockets, where the gradient in concentrations extend rearward from the firing
positions. The residues are deposited as particles on top of the soil surface.
For small arms, propellant residues are generally within 5 to 30 m of the
firing position and up to 75 m downrange for artillery. Residues reside
largely in a zone about 30 m behind the rocket firing positions. For antitank rockets, propellant residues are also present at impact areas, presum-
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ably because all the propellant has not been expended before the rocket
hits the target. Often pieces of propellant are visible on the surface.

Figure 3.2. Unfired (a) and fired (b) M45 propellant.

Figure 3.3. Unfired (a) and fired (b) M9 propellant used for the 81-mm illumination
mortars.

Over time, the 2,4-DNT, NG, and NQ initially within the NC matrix are
leached by precipitation and enter the surface soils. While the particles of
NC are not thought to migrate, the leached residues in solution travel with
the water (Clausen et al. 2010).

3.2

High explosives
Experiments were also conducted to estimate the mass of explosives residues that are deposited when munitions detonate at impact areas. Results
from high-order detonations conducted using Composition B rounds are
presented in Table 3.2. In general, 99.99% of the mass of high explosive in
these rounds is destroyed when rounds detonate high-order (see Table
3.2). The small amount of residue deposited is in micrometer-size particles
(Taylor et al. 2004, 2006).
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Experiments were also conducted to estimate the mass of high explosives
deposited when rounds undergo low-order or partial detonations. The percentage of fired rounds that undergo low-order detonations was assessed
by Dauphin and Doyle (2000) and varies substantially from one munition
type to another. The mass of residues deposited when these partial detonations occur is very large compared with those from high-order detonations
(Table 3.3).
Table 3.2. Mass of explosives residue deposited from high-order live fire detonations of Composition Bfilled rounds.
Weapon
system

Analyte

Average mass
deposited (g)

RDX

94

TNT

14

RDX

# Rounds
sampled

% deposited

Reference

Mortars
60mm
81mm
120-mm

11

3×10 −5

Hewitt et al. 2005b

8500

5

2×10 −3

Hewitt et al. 2005b

TNT

1100

5

3×10 −4

RDX

4200

7

2×10 −4

TNT

320

7

2×10 −5

RDX

25

7

2×10 −5

Hewitt et al. 2005b

TNT

ND*

RDX

95

9

7×10 −6

Walsh M.E. et al. 2004

Walsh M.R. et al. 2005b

Hand grenade
M67
Howitzer
105-mm
155-mm

TNT

170

9

2×10 −5

RDX

300

7

5×10 −6

TNT

ND

Walsh M.R.et al. 2005a

*ND – Not Detected

Table 3.3. Mass of explosives residue deposited from low-order detonation
tests (from Pennington et al. 2006, Table 9-1).
Ordnance item

Explosive fill

Mass of explosive
in round (g)

Percent
deposited

Mortars
60-mm

Composition B

191

35

81-mm

Composition B

726

42

120-mm

Composition B

2989

49

105-mm projectile

Composition B

2304

27

155-mm projectile

TNT

6985

29

Howitzer
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Figure 3.4. Comp B pieces from a single partial detonation.

Thus, partial detonations can deposit from 10,000 to 100,000 times more
residue per round than high-order detonations. Also, the residues from
partial detonations are particles that are much larger than those from
high-order detonations, sometimes in the centimeter size range (Fig. 3.4).
A more thorough discussion of the particulate nature of energetic residues
is provided in Taylor et al. (2004, 2006).
When fired, some rounds do not detonate and result in UXO downrange.
Sometimes these UXO are destroyed using blow-in-place practices by military EOD or contractor UXO technicians. Currently, military EOD personnel use C4 demolition explosive that is 91% RDX. Thus, even if RDX was
not present in rounds fired, it can be present in soils when rounds have
been destroyed using C4 (Table 3.4).
Table 3.4 Mass of RDX deposited from blow-in-place of military munitions using C4 demolition
explosive.
Detonation type
C4 (alone)

No. of
trials

Mean RDX deposition
(mg)

(%)

Reference

11

20

3.9 ×

10−3

Pennington et al. 2006

35

0.093

8.1 × 10−5

Pennington et al. 2006

2.2 ×

10−2

Pennington et al. 2006

12

6.7 ×

10−4

Pennington et al. 2006

41

2.9 × 10−3

Pennington et al. 2006

13

3.1 ×

10−4

Pennington et al. 2006

2.4 ×

10−2

Hewitt et al. 2003

Mortars
60-mm
81-mm

11

120-mm

95

Artillery
105-mm
155-mm
Hand grenade (M-67)

7
28
7

26
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In general, the masses of residues deposited from high-order, blow-inplace operations are slightly higher than high-order detonations. Sometimes, however, blow-in-place detonations result in a partial detonation
and the residue deposited from this event is much greater, as discussed
above.
For impact areas, the largest mass of explosives is deposited by partial
detonations (low-order), UXO ruptured from other live-fire detonations,
or blow-in-place activities designed to destroy UXO. These residues are
not widely distributed and produce a localized zone of high concentrations. The resulting distribution of residues at impact areas is described as
one of distributed point sources. Because these concentrations come from
individual events, the concentrations across the impact area are not correlated. The short-range heterogeneity of explosives residues is very large,
making it difficult to detect any gradient in concentration. Unlike propellants, it is difficult to estimate the mass of HE deposited at an impact area
even if the number and type of rounds fired are known. This is because the
largest HE mass comes from partial detonations and the number of these
occurrences is poorly known. The values provided by Dauphin and Doyle
(2000) can be used as a guide, but the actual amount of residues deposited
needs to be determined by sampling.
At antitank ranges, the distance from firing position to target is only a few
hundred meters and, hence, most rounds detonate, or rupture, within a
small distance of targets. The gradient in residue concentrations is evident
with the highest concentrations present next to targets (Thiboutot et al.
1998). For artillery targets, the concentrations of residues are much lower
than for antitank rocket targets, and there is no concentration gradient evident as a function of distance away from these targets. The reason is the
much greater distance between firing positions and targets, which results
in some detonations being far from targets. This same situation is true for
mortar targets that often are used for both artillery and mortar practice.
Deposition patterns for energetic residues and how to sample for these on
different types of ranges are presented by Hewitt et al. (2007a,b). However, other types of analytes (e.g., metals) may have different depositional
patterns or fate and transport characteristics that would need to be considered for determining their likely spatial distribution.
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3.3

Metals
Metals are deposited onto range soils by a variety of processes. High-order
detonations of projectiles disperse small metal fragments, generally steel,
to various distances, depending on the fragmentation radius of the round.
Partial detonations scatter larger fragments of the round body, while UXO
leave the entire casing in or on the soil. Luckily, iron, the most commonly
deposited metal, is ubiquitous in the environment and of little concern.
These rounds do contain other metals in their primers and fuses but the
quantities of these metals are small. Analyses of impact area soils at Massachusetts Military Reservation found only elevated iron, manganese (an
alloying element of steel), and aluminum concentrations (Clausen et al.
2004).
Small arms, on the other hand, use a variety of heavy metals in the bullets.
Pieces of these accumulate in the berm soils. Most notable is lead, but antimony, copper, cadmium, chromium, mercury, arsenic, nickel, bismuth,
and tungsten may also be present. Generally, the metals are concentrated
in the berm, where most bullets come to rest (Fig. 3.5). These concentration data come from Clausen et al. (2007), who used multi-increment
samples to determine the tungsten (W) concentrations in the different
parts of the range.

Figure 3.5. Concentration of tungsten (mg/kg of soil) in surface soils at Bravo Range,
Massachusetts Military Reservation (adapted from Clausen et al. 2007).

Metals can also be deposited by pyrotechnic and smoke rounds. Some are
deployed on the ground and have small areas of deposition, while others,
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such as the illumination flares, are fired into the air where they burn at altitude and disperse their metals over large areas. Pyrotechnics can contain
barium, antimony, strontium, copper, magnesium, manganese, chromium,
and lead. Unlike high explosive and propellant compounds, metals are
naturally occurring in the environment so their background concentrations need to be measured.
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4

Fate and Transport

4.1

Propellants
The NC in propellants is virtually insoluble and survives for long periods
of time in soil or in water—intact NC matrices have been found washing
ashore after 50 years in seawater. However, the modifiers and stabilizers
initially present within the NC matrices will leach out of these residues into the soil, where various processes can transform or mineralize them, depending on the specific compounds.
Dissolution drip tests on both fired residues and unfired propellant grains
show that 2,4-DNT, NG, and NQ leach slowly from the NC matrix. For example, the percent mass loss curves for the double-base propellants, M9,
AT-4, and small arms show that they lose the largest fraction of their NG
in the first few weeks. After that time the loss rate slows down and may be
diffusion driven. The amount of NG originally present in the propellant
also affects the amount of NG lost. The M9 and AT-4 rocket propellants
both contain about 40% NG and lose a larger fraction of their original NG
than do the small arms propellants that contain about 10% NG. Data on
fired propellant residues show that they lose a smaller percentage than the
unfired grains (Taylor et al. in review).

4.2

High explosives
A few studies have measured the persistence of HE in the field. Radtke et
al. (2002) sampled surface soils at an explosives testing area that had not
been used for 50 years and found that millimeter-sized pieces remained,
while smaller particles had dissolved. In a different study, powdered explosives were mixed in with soils at Los Alamos National Laboratory, NM
(Dubois and Baytos 1991). After 20 years, RDX, HMX, and PETN were
found to persist, while explosives containing TNT, barium nitrate, or boric
acid had dramatically decreased in the soils. Los Alamos has a low yearly
rainfall that averaged 47.5 cm/year between 1971 and 2000. In a different
study, M.E. Walsh et al (2009) documented the total disaggregation, over
a 3-year period, of Composition B chunks scattered by partial detonations
in an Alaskan salt marsh.
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Taylor et al. (2010) measured dissolution of centimeter-sized chunks of
TNT, Comp B, Tritonal, and C4 exposed to natural weather conditions.
During the 3-year test, chunks that initially weighed over 1 g lost less than
5% of their mass, while those that were less than 1 g lost up to 15% of their
initial mass. A dissolution model applied to the TNT and Tritonal results
(Fig. 4.1) shows that, in the absence of breakage and disaggregation, 1 g
pieces should last 100 and 300 years, respectively (Taylor et al. 2009). The
data were collected in an area with a about 100-cm/year rainfall rate; the
dissolution would be higher at wetter sites and lower at dryer sites.

Figure 4.1. Predicted dissolution rate and particle lifespan versus the initial mass of a
TNT or Tritonal particle. Curves were generated using the linear drop-impingement model
(Lever et al. 2005), an average annual rainfall of 100 cm/year, and an average annual
temperature of 11°C.

4.3

Metals
Metals, such as lead, copper, antimony, chromium, mercury, tungsten, and
depleted uranium, have been used in ammunition and ordnance and are
known to be deleterious to human and animal health. Such metals are,
therefore, of concern to the military, both at active ranges and at MMRP
sites. The properties of these metals have been studied and tabulated in
standard chemistry texts. However, the properties of the oxides formed
when these metals are in the environment are not as well understood. For
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example, W metal is not soluble, but when ground and sintered with nylon
to replace Pb bullets, it oxidizes readily and its oxide is soluble. Also multiple oxidation states are possible for some of these metals, and the oxidation state often determines the behavior and toxicity of the metal oxide.
For example Cr+3 is a micronutrient needed for human metabolism,
whereas Cr+6 is toxic and carcinogenic.

4.4

Summary
Ranges investigated under the MMRP have been inactive for different
amounts of time. The longer the time, the longer the residues have been
subjected to environmental weathering processes. HE particles will likely
remain at arid MMRP sites. The presence of particles will increase the heterogeneity of the soils with respect to HE, and will also increase the number of samples needed to detect them in the soil.
Dissolution and aqueous transport are thought to be the major mechanism
for transporting energetic compounds off of the range. Groundwater is
thought to be the major pathway. Although transport of energetic particles
by wind or by surface water is possible, wind cannot entrain and move millimeter-sized particles for long distances, surface water usually covers only
a small area of the range, and most rainfall percolates directly into the soil
(Buttle 1994). Monitoring wells installed at impact areas have shown the
presence of energetic compounds in groundwater (e.g., Martel et al. 2009).
We think that all of these compounds biotransform and biodegrade once
they are in solution. During transit through the vadose zone, the energetic
compounds can interact with soil in a variety of ways: they can reversibly
or irreversibly bind to soil, and break down chemically or biologically
while in solution. Research has found RDX to be persistent and mobile in
comparison with TNT, which photo-degrades rapidly and is aerobically
bio-transformed to the amino DNT compounds (2-Am-DNT and 4-AmDNT). The amino DNT compounds can be detected in soils after TNT is no
longer present. HMX is also persistent, but because it has such a low solubility, it is seldom found in waters. NG appears to break down more rapidly than 2,4-DNT.
It is important to note that Method 8330B (USEPA 2006b) quantifies only
the analytes listed in Table 4.2 and that there are other compounds,
formed by photo-degradation, biotransformation, or biodegradation, that
are unknown at this time but might be deleterious for human health and
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the environment. Also, four of the analytes in Method 8330B—NB, 2-NT,
3-NT, and 4-NT—are found only in soils from manufacturing plants and
have never been detected in samples from military training ranges. Consequently, we should eliminate these from the analyte list for range investigations.
Table 4.2. Analytes quantified in Method 8330B
http://www.epa.gov/osw/hazard/testmethods/pdfs/8330b.pdf
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5

Soil Sampling Methods

5.1

Background
Representative sampling should be a major objective of any sampling plan
(USEPA 2002, 2003b). To obtain soil samples that represent the constituents in the area being sampled, your sampling strategy must address the
heterogeneity in composition and distribution of the constituents of concern. Compositional heterogeneity is attributable to not all soil-sized particles within the population having the same concentration of target
analytes. This heterogeneity is large when the target analytes are present
as discrete particles, as is the case for energetic residues and metals. The
error caused by compositional heterogeneity is inversely related to the
sample mass (Pitard 1993; Gy 1998). Distributional heterogeneity comes
from contaminant particles being unevenly scattered across the decision
unit, sometimes with a systematic component as well as a short-range
random component. The error associated with distributional heterogeneity
is inversely related to the number of individual increments collected within the decision unit to build the sample. Soils are inherently heterogeneous, containing alumino-silicate minerals in various size classes (sands,
silts, clays), and decaying organic matter from plants and animals. When
contaminants are present within the soil matrix, this further complicates
an already very heterogeneous material.

5.2

Discrete sampling
The mean concentration of the analyte has, in the past, been estimated by
collecting and analyzing one or several discrete samples from the area of
interest. Studies to measure the sampling error of this approach show that
the concentrations of propellant- or explosive-related target analytes vary
over several orders of magnitude (Table 5.1). This means that the use of
discrete samples to estimate the mean concentration would result in large
uncertainty. In all of these studies, 100 discrete samples were collected
within 10- × 10-m areas either at firing points or impact areas at active
training ranges. The distribution of data obtained from discrete samples
was always non-Gaussian and positively skewed. Because the median concentration was always less than the mean, often much less, estimates of
mean concentration from one or a few discrete samples will nearly always
underestimate the mean.
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Table 5.1. Variability of soil concentrations among 100 discrete samples collected within 10- × 10-m
grids at various training range impact areas
Concentration (mg/kg)
Installation

Area*

Range type

Analyte

Max

Min

Median

Mean

Std dev.

Donnelly Training Area (AK)1

FP

Artillery

2,4-DNT

6.38

0.0007

0.65

1.06

1.17

CFB-Valcartier (QC)2

FP

Antitank rocket

NG

2.94

0.02

0.281

0.451

0.494

CFB-Valcartier

(QC)2

IA

Antitank rocket

HMX

1150

5.8

197

292

290

Holloman AFB

(NM)3

IA

Bombing

TNT

778

0.15

6.36

31.8

87.0

IA

Mortar

RDX

2390

0.037

1.7

71.5

315

Ft. Polk

(LA)4

Cold Lake

(AB)5

IA

Bombing

TNT

289

0.38

6.57

16.2

32.3

Ft. Richardson (AK)6

IA

Artillery

RDX

172

<0.04

<0.04

5.46

24.8

Ft. Richardson (AK)7

IA

Mortar

RDX

4450

<0.04

<0.04

**



* Firing point (FP) or Impact Area (IA). 1 M.E. Walsh et al. 2004, 2 Jenkins et al, 2004b, 3 Jenkins et al. 2006b, 4 Jenkins
et al, 2004a, 5 Ampleman et al. 2003, 6 M.E. Walsh et al. 2007. 7 Hewitt et al. 2009 (Note: results from 200 discrete
samples). **  Not computed

5.3

Multi-increment sampling
Instead of collecting and analyzing single point samples and integrating
the results for an area or assuming a single point represents the entire area, you can build a multi-increment sample by combining a number of increments of soil from within the area of interest to obtain a soil sample of 1
to 2 kg. The increments can be collected using simple or random, systematic sampling. In the systematic-random pattern, a random starting point
is selected and increments are gathered on an even spacing as you walk
back and forth from one corner of the grid to the opposite corner (Fig. 5.1).

Figure 5.1. How to collect multiple 100-increment samples using
a systematic-random sampling design.
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Experiments conducted at a variety of active training ranges examined
how well multi-increment samples estimated the mean concentrations in
areas varying in size from 10 × 10 m (100 m2) to 100 × 100 m (10,000 m2
or 2.47 acres) (Table 5.2). The multi-increment samples were often taken
from the same decision units and at the same time as the discrete sample
results listed in Table 5.1. In all cases the variability among replicate multiincrement samples was much lower than for discrete samples taken within
the same sample grids. For example, 2,4-DNT concentrations in discrete
samples collected within a 10- × 10-m firing point area at Donnelly Training Area ranged over almost four orders of magnitude (Table 5.1). Concentrations among the 10 replicate multi-increment samples from this area
varied by less than a factor of three (Table 5.2). Similarly, the range in
RDX concentrations for discrete samples from a 10- × 10-m grid at a Fort
Polk impact area varied by nearly five orders of magnitude (Table 5.1). The
range for multi-increment samples was reduced to less than two orders of
magnitude (Table 5.2).
Table 5.2. Variability of soil concentrations among multi-increment samples collected from grids at different
ranges.
Concentration (mg/kg)
Installation

Area

Range
type

Increments/
Sample
# Samples

Grid Size
(m)

Analyte

Max

Min

Median

Mean

Std
Dev

Donnelly Training
Area (AK)1

FP

Artillery

30

10

10 x 10

2,4-DNT

1.35

0.60

0.92

0.94

0.24

Holloman AFB
(NM)2

IA

Bombing

100

3

10 x 10

TNT

17.2

12.5

13.5

14.4

2.45

Ft. Polk (LA)3

IA

Mortar

25

10

10 x 10

RDX

290

4.6

25

54

86

29 Palms (CA)4

IA

Artillery/
Bombing

100

6

100 x 100 RDX

9.4

3.9

4.8

5.6

2.1

Hill AFB (UT)5

TTA

Thermal
100
treatment

3

100 x 100 HMX

4.26

3.96

4.16

4.13

0.15

* Firing point (FP), Impact Area (IA), or Thermal Treatment Area (DA). 1 M.E. Walsh et al. 2004, 2 Jenkins et al. 2006b, 3 Jenkins et al.
2004a, 4 Hewitt et al. 2005a, 5 Nieman 2007

The study at Fort Polk employed a totally random collection scheme for
the increments. Subsequent research showed that more reliable results
were obtained using a systematic-random design, where increments are
collected across the entire grid area and no areas are ignored or oversampled. All of the other multi-increment sample results in Table 5-2 were
obtained using the systematic-random design; the variability of these results was much reduced compared to those from Fort Polk. For example,
concentrations of triplicate multi-increment samples varied from 3.9 to
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9.4 mg/kg for RDX for soil samples from an impact area at 29 Palms, CA
(Hewitt et al. 2005a) and from 3.96 to 4.26 mg/kg for HMX for samples
from a thermal treatment area at Hill AFB (Nieman 2007). These results
indicate that multi-increment samples should be collected using a systematic-random pattern rather than a totally random pattern that sometimes
over- or under-represents the concentration within various areas of the
grid. Furthermore, a systematic-random approach ensures that increments are collected from the entire decision unit, thereby minimizing
sampling bias.
Multi-increment samples provide more reproducible estimates of mean
concentrations within grids at firing point and impact areas than do discrete samples. The reproducibility is measured by the percent relative
standard deviation (%RSD) of samples
%RSD = 100(s / x)
where
s = standard deviation (from variability of replicate multiincrement results)
x = sample mean (mean of replicate multi-increment results).
In addition, data from replicate multi-increment samples were generally
normally distributed, while the data distribution of discrete samples was
always non-normal (Fig. 5.2). Normally distributed data simplify statistical evaluations, and precision can be quantified using relatively few samples.
Multi-incremental samples also provide reproducible results for metal
concentrations. Table 5.3 compares results obtained using different sampling methods from the same berm at a small arms range at Massachusetts
Military Reservation. The RSDs for the multi-increment samples are generally less than 15% for all elements but vary greatly, up to 180%, for the
discrete samples.
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Figure 5.2. Histogram and statistical metrics for 100 discrete and
ten 100-increment samples collected to estimate the mean
concentration of NG within a 30-m × 30-m area at a multipurpose
firing position (Hewitt et al. 2009).
Table 5.3. Mean metal concentrations obtained using different sampling methods.
Type

Discrete

Multi-increment

Sample
design

Systematic
random

Biased

Large-mass

Biased

Systematic
random

Systematic
random

Increments
per sample

1

1

1

15

100

50

Element

Concentration (mg/kg)

Al

4676

7147

4025

4377

4368

4473

As

<15

<15

<15

<15

<15

<15

Ca

21,214

12,969

20,166

13,230

13,150

Cr

<15

184

74

75

78

76

Cu

462

1,555

569

984

643

709

Fe

6116

10,646

6686

7423

7392

7233

Mg

839

1134

691

822

720

720

Mn

51

79

43

51

46

46

Mo

<15

<15

<15

<15

<15

<15

Ni

<15

<15

<15

<15

<15

<15

Pb

445

1,182

952

945

339

357

23,385

Sb

16.3

31.4

25.4

23.3

15.8

15.2

Se

16.4

17.2

<15

<15

<15

<15

16.2

<15

<15

<15

<15

V

<15

W

666

1479

581

1247

787

783

Zn

38

135

32

41

32

43

Sample no.

8

8

1

1

2

2
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Comparison of multi-increment with “box” and “wheel” samples
Two other approaches have been used to estimate mean explosive concentrations in training range soils. The first is a “box” sampling design, where
a five-increment sample is obtained from a 10- × 10-m area by combining
increments of soil collected from the center point and the four corners as
shown in Figure 5.3a (USACHPPM 2001, 2003, 2004, 2005). The second,
shown in Figure 5.3b, uses a “wheel” sampling design, where a sevenincrement soil sample is collected by combining six increments from the
periphery of a 1.2-m diameter circle and the seventh from the center. This
was the initial sampling strategy employed in the MMRP program and is
still being used in some cases. Roote et al. (2010) compared samples collected using these two approaches with multi-increment samples. Four
samples were collected using each design. This was done at a bombing
range impact area where TNT was the contaminant and at an antitank firing point where NG was the contaminant (Tables 5.4 and 5.5). In both cases, the RSD was much lower for multi-increment samples than for the discrete, box, or wheel samples. This result is attributable both to the greater
number of increments collected and to the processing of the multiincrement samples as specified in Method 8330B. The multi-increment
samples were ground and homogenized before a subsample was taken for
analysis. See Section 8 for the importance of proper sample processing.

a. Five-increment 50-m2 box.

b. Seven-increment 1.2-m diameter wheel.

Figure 5.3. Two conventional sampling designs evaluated.
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Table 5.4. Concentration of TNT in soil samples from Holloman AFB, NM, bombing range
impact area: comparison of different sample collection strategies (from Roote et al.
2010).
TNT Concentration (mg/kg)
Sample Type

Rep. 1*

Discrete

1900

11

Box

1100

Wheel
MIS**

0.6
1500

Rep. 2

Rep. 3

Rep. 4

Mean

37

200

537

913

170

160

6400

3700

2840

2810

99

21,000

42

90

5280

10,500

198

2100

1000

1700

1580

457

29

Std Dev

% RSD

* Rep. – Replicate ** Using SW846 Method 8330B sample processing

Table 5.5. Concentration of NG in soil samples from antitank rocket firing range at Fort
Lewis, WA: comparison of different sample collection strategies (from Roote et al. 2010).
NG Concentration (mg/kg)
Sample Type

Rep. 1*

Rep. 2

Rep. 3

Rep. 4

Discrete

2300

1900

1550

6360

3050

2230

73

Box

5320

1520

4200

5120

4040

1750

43

Wheel

2470

3490

1800

2400

2540

701

28

MIS**

1630

1890

1990

1950

1870

162

9

Mean

Std Dev

% RSD

* Rep.—Replicate ** Using SW846 Method 8330B sample processing

5.5

Recommendations
We recommend collecting multi-increment samples, composed of at least
50 evenly spaced increments and weighing between 1 and 2 kg, to estimate
of the mean concentration for a decision unit. Multi-increment samples
collected using a random systematic design will reduce the influence of
distributional heterogeneity by not over or under sampling any portion of
the decision unit. Remember that multi-increment samples provide no information about the spatial distribution of contaminants within a decision
unit. To obtain this type of information, subdivide the decision unit into
smaller decision units and sampled using the multi-increment approach.
Although discrete samples appear to provide information on spatial distribution, the relatively small number usually collected, and the huge, shortrange spatial heterogeneity of munition constituents, make these results
unreliable.
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Sampling Strategies
The sampling strategy should be based on the project objectives or DQOs.
Sampling strategy involves both how to divide your range into manageable
decision units and then how to sample these. If you know how the site was
used or how it is going to be used, the area can be divided up into decision
units based on this information (stratified). Samples (or increments) within decision units can be collected non-probabilistically (sometimes called
judgmental, biased, or targeted sampling), and probabilistically. Nonprobabilistic sampling relies on the subjective, professional judgment of
the sampler to select appropriate sampling locations and does not allow
the level of confidence (uncertainty) of the investigation to be accurately
quantified. In addition, judgmental sampling limits the inferences that can
be made about the units sampled, and extrapolation from those units to
the overall population from which the units were collected is subject to
unknown selection bias (USEPA 2002, QA/G-5S).
Therefore, samples (or increments) within decision units should be obtained probabilistically by collecting them at predetermined locations using a random starting point obtained from a random number generator.
The data needed to perform an SI may differ significantly from the data
needed for an RI. The statistical confidence level required to support project decisions will dictate the sampling design and the number of samples
that need to be taken.

6.1

Decision units
A decision unit is the specific area that is represented by a single multiincrement sample (Ramsey and Hewitt 2005; HDOH 2008; ADEC 2009).
The sample collected from the decision unit is the smallest volume of soil
for which a concentration value will be obtained, and the basic unit about
which a decision or conclusion based on an analytical result can be made.
Although decision units for surface soil often are discussed only in terms
of area, the vertical dimension (sample depth or thickness) must be specified. A decision unit is, therefore, inherently three dimensional.
The depth of surface soil required can be different among regulatory agencies, or for different sampling objectives. For human health risk assess-
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ment, surface soil is often defined as the top 15 cm (6 in.), the top 30 cm
(12 in.), or sometimes the top 60 cm (24 in.). It can be even deeper for
some ecological receptors or exposure scenarios. Note that as most of the
contaminants for MC are on the surface. Increment depths more 2 cm likely decrease the sample concentration.
Decision units should be site-specific and project-specific. They should be
of a size that is relevant to the end use of the data. An individual decision
unit should encompass an area having similar characteristics throughout;
for example, a decision unit set up to investigate a release area should not
combine areas known to have high and low levels of contamination
(USEPA 1996b, Section 4.1.4). However, if the objective is to determine
exposure risk (i.e., if the result is to be compared to risk-based soil screening values), a single decision unit should encompass areas that are equally
used by potential receptors.
Decision units can be of any shape that will best meet sampling objectives—rectangular, circular, concentric rings, radial wedges, irregular
shapes, etc. In some instances, a decision unit circumscribing a feature
(e.g., a building) may be appropriate. Where practical, a rectangularshaped decision unit is recommended for ease of sampling.
The size of a decision unit is dictated by project objectives and can be any
size (USEPA 2006a, Section 4.2). Decision units 100 × 100 m (10,000 m2
or 2.47 acres) have successfully been used to map explosive residues on
active firing ranges (e.g., Hewitt et al. 2005a). M.R. Walsh et al. (2008)
used larger decision units, 200 × 200 m, to determine mean soil concentrations in an impact area. For larger decision units, the sample mass
needed to characterize the area can be large, making the sample unwieldy
to transport and process. For example, one hundred 20-g increments
would yield a 2-kg multi-increment sample. If this sample were taken from
a 100- × 100-m area, one increment would be collected from each 10- ×
10-m (100-m2) cell. If this sample were taken from a 1000- × 1000-m area,
1 km2, one increment would be collected from each 100- × 100-m (10,000
m2) cell. If only 100 increments are to be collected, as the size of the decision unit increases, the distance between increments will increase. If you
want to be able to detect a single event, such as a partial detonation or a
ruptured round that contaminates an area smaller than your increment
spacing, you need to decrease the spacing between increments, which
means increasing the mass and the number of increments collected.
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For very large ranges, it may be appropriate to use a phased approach,
starting with decision units larger than those that would be needed for a
definitive risk-based decision or remedial design before committing to a
full-scale, detailed investigation. This approach is described in the Hawaii
Department of Health technical guidance as “investigating at the neighborhood scale” (HDOH 2008, Section 3.4.2.1). A reconnaissance of the
large areas required by the sampling team also helps find smaller features
(e.g., low-order detonations, etc.) that should be sampled in more detail.
Practical limitations and unforeseen field conditions may require modifying the decision unit areas defined during planning. For example, areas
may have limited or difficult access, or be entirely inaccessible for a variety
of reasons, such as pavement, buildings, exposed bedrock surface without
soil, or denied right-of-entry. Areas that cannot be sampled, but that
would otherwise have been part of a decision unit, should be excluded
from the final decision unit. Changes in decision unit areas should be described and justified in reports.
Site-specific work plans should state the rationale for the size of the decision units and how their mean concentrations relate to the criteria that
will be used to evaluate the results. Decision units designed to meet one
objective may or may not be appropriate for a different site, different
analyte, or for different project objectives or data end uses. Deficiencies in
systematic planning become starkly evident if decision units are inappropriate to meet the intended end use of the data.
6.1.1

Decision units for risk-based soil screening levels

Risk-based soil screening levels (SSL) come from average or upper percentile exposure factors and durations. They are optimally applied across a
specific area—the exposure unit. We assume that a receptor is exposed
equally to all parts of an exposure unit. The mean soil contaminant concentration across the exposure unit best represents the potential exposure
of a receptor to site contaminants over a long period.
If the multi-increment sample concentrations are to be compared directly
to SSLs for direct exposure, decision units should be about the same size
as the exposure unit upon which the SSL is based (USEPA 1996b). If the
mean concentration for a decision unit is very close to the action level, collecting many multi-increment samples will help quantify the uncertainty
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and help determine how well the mean concentration of the decision unit
is known and how likely it is to be above the action level.
Many times default risk-based values used for site screening are based on
residential exposures. In these cases, the area of exposure is assumed to be
a suburban residential lot size, typically about one quarter to one half acre
(USEPA 1996a; USEPA 1996b, Section 4.1.4; USEPA 2009). Exposure
units for industrial based screening levels might be applicable to larger areas.
6.1.2

Decision units to assess human health and ecological risk

The highest detection of a given chemical in an area often has been used
for risk screening. If MI samples are collected from the areas most likely to
contain high concentrations of contaminants, you minimize the possibility
of underestimating the soil concentrations and, hence, underestimating
the risk to people or other creatures. Multi-increment samples allow you to
obtain average concentrations that represent realistic exposure concentrations using relatively few samples.
For baseline human health risk assessments at the RI stage, it is necessary
to define the nature and extent of contamination, and to establish exposure point concentrations. Average concentration is most representative of
the concentration that would be encountered at a site, over time (USEPA
1992a). Per USEPA (1989b), the exposure point concentrations should be
based on a 95% upper confidence level (UCL) to ensure that the mean is
not underestimated. If a project requires a 95% UCL, three to five MIS
from a decision unit can be used to quantify the uncertainty of the estimated mean concentration and calculate the 95 % UCL. Using MIS, you
can calculate a 95% UCL for both human health and baseline ecological
risk assessment. Typically, however, the size and depth of the decision
units required will be different for human and ecological risk.
A baseline ecological risk assessment will establish the resources that require protection and help determine appropriate decision unit sizes (U.S.
Army BTAG 2002). Home range size, feeding and nesting patterns, and
burrowing activities should all be considered in establishing appropriate
decision units. Decision units for assessing ecological risk may be areas of
preferred habitat within a site. Management goals will dictate which areas
need to be sampled, and which do not (U.S. Army BTAG 2005).
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6.1.3

Decision units for comparison to SSLs protective of groundwater

SSLs developed for protecting groundwater from contaminants leaching
from soil are model-based, mean contaminant concentrations. Among the
required model input parameters is a defined source volume of soil. Soil
concentrations deemed protective of groundwater may be site-specific or
default values, such as those published in the EPA Regional Screening
Level tables and by many state regulatory agencies. The models assume
that contamination is uniformly distributed throughout the source area.
The source areas upon which different default screening levels are based
typically range from an area of 0.5 acre to as many as 30 acres or more
(e.g., Texas Tier 1 Residential Soil to Groundwater Protective Concentration Level). If MI sample concentrations are to be compared directly to
SSLs for evaluating the threat of leaching to groundwater, the decision
unit size should consider the volume of soil upon which the SSL mean
concentration value is based. A default 0.5-acre source is used to calculate
the generic USEPA SSLs protective of groundwater (USEPA 1996b, Section 1.3.4) and in the absence of other sound rationale, a decision unit size
of 0.5 acre would be reasonable.
6.1.4

Decision units to determine background concentrations

Mean background concentrations are required if the analytes being studied are naturally occurring (e.g., metals) or have been deposited by processes unrelated to military activity. Multi-increment sampling is well
suited to determining site-specific mean background concentrations. Published regional background data do not represent specific locations and
should not be used as background concentrations.
Site-specific mean background concentrations are a baseline to which all
other site data will be compared. Unlike regulatory or risk-based concentration criteria that are precisely defined by a single number, measured
mean background concentrations have some degree of uncertainty. Because background mean concentrations are going to be statistically compared with the mean concentrations from decision units at the site, the uncertainty in background concentrations needs to be small and well defined
to provide confidence in decisions made using the site data. Large uncertainty in background concentrations attributable to inadequate sampling,
or a lack of QC replicate samples, needlessly increases uncertainty. Because of the importance of having good site-specific background concentrations, we recommend sampling background decision units in triplicate.
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Ideally, a background decision unit should be of the same size and have
the same increment density as the decision units to which it will be compared. It is crucial that the background area be the same soil type. The acceptable degree of uncertainty in the background values should be explicitly discussed and documented during the DQO process.

6.2

Quality of the data—relative standard deviation (%RSD)
The concentrations of replicate multi-increment samples from a decision
unit tend to have low variance and normal distributions, properties not
true of data sets collected using discrete samples.
As a rule of thumb, if the %RSD (variance) determined from three to five
MIS replicates from the same decision unit is less than 30%, the sampling
design and execution are likely to be adequate. Hewitt et al. (2008) suggest that if the %RSD is less than or equal to 30%, you could assume a
normal distribution and thus calculate meaningful UCLs. Although a less
than 30% RSD cannot conclusively demonstrate that a distribution is
normal, a larger %RSD would suggest deviations from normality and indicate that the field sampling design or laboratory processing, or both, were
not adequate to control for the effects of heterogeneity in both distribution
or composition. Large uncertainty is more likely to result from collecting a
sample with an insufficient number of increments or low sample mass
than from laboratory analytical variability. Hawaii Department of Health
(HDOH 2008, Section 4.2.5.1) is accepting 35% RSD, based on three
multi-increment field replicate samples in their guidance, while the Alaska
Department of Environmental Conservation requires that the %RSD be
30% or less (ADEC 2009). Note that at very low concentrations (i.e., at or
near method reporting limits), %RSD increases, even though absolute differences in results may be small.
If there are a number of similar decision units (e.g., areas affected by similar activities in the CSM), collecting three multi-increment samples from a
subset of the decision units can be used to make inferences about the precision of results for the other decision units from which only one multiincrement sample was collected. The Hawaii technical guidance for incremental sampling (HDOH 2008, Section 3.7.2) suggests that, for QC, at
least three multi-increment samples be analyzed for 10% of the decision
units, including one triplicate of each type of matrix for metals (i.e., soil
type).
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If multi-increment samples give an estimated mean concentration that is
many times greater than or less than an action level or screening value, the
data may still be usable even if the %RSD is larger than 30%, as the uncertainty will not alter the decision. By the same reasoning, if an estimated
mean concentration is close to an action level, a greater degree of precision
is needed. Note also that statistical analyses of very large simulated data
sets for which the true mean is known show that, for a small number of
replicate multi-increment samples, the %RSD will not necessarily cover
the true population mean (e.g., 95% of the time for the 95% Upper Confidence Limit [UCL]) (ITRC, in preparation).
Soil concentrations are often compared to regulatory values using the 95%
UCL of the mean. USEPA (2002) gives examples on how to calculate the
95% UCLs. For normally distributed data, you can use the Student t test to
determine the 95% UCL
UCL1− = X+ t , n−1 s/n1/2
where


X =
 =
S =
N =

sample mean
tolerance for Type I error
sample standard deviation
number of samples.

When the distribution is unknown, the Chebyshev UCL is more appropriate:
(1−) 100%UCL = X+(1/1/2)(s/n1/2)
Computer simulations suggest that the number of samples, multiplied by
the number of increments per sample, should be about 250 to 300 to estimate the 95% UCL (ITRC, in preparation). Thus, if 50 increments were
taken per sample, at least five multi-increment samples would be needed.
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6.3

Sampling designs
Information about the site can be used to determine where to locate decision units. This subdivision of the site is particularly important if the area
is large and only a small portion can be sampled. For example, based on
historical information, a site may be stratified into three types of areas
(USEPA 1996b): 1) areas likely to be contaminated; 2) areas suspected of
being contaminated; and 3) areas unlikely to be contaminated. You could
elect to sample areas thought to be contaminated and use the results from
these areas to make future decisions, including the need for more sampling.
However, if no information is available about the area, a probabilistic approach can be taken to determining the location of the decision units. Divide the area into decision units of a size relevant to the end use of the data
and then use Table 6.1 to determine how many of these decision units
must be sampled to achieve a specified confidence level that the unsampled decision units will be below an action level. For example, if you
sampled 59 decision units and none of them exceeded the action level
(considered “clean”), then there is a 95% chance that all the other decision
units in that area are “clean.” If, however, three of those decision units had
concentrations above the action level, additional decision units would
need to be sampled to have the same level of confidence (from Table 6.1 we
see that 154 decision units with only three decision units exceeding the action level gives you 95% confidence). Remember that a 95% confidence
level indicates that up to 5% of decision units could have a mean concentration greater than the action level. If you wanted to be 99% confident
you would need 90 decision units with concentrations all below the action
level, or 130 decision units, if one had a concentration above the action
level.
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Table 6.1. Number of decision units required to achieve a specified
confidence level (binomial distribution).
p=0.05

6.3.1

Confidence levels

Number of
failures

60%

80%

90%

95%

99%

0

18

32

46

59

90

1

40

60

77

94

130

2

62

85

106

125

166

3

84

110

133

154

198

4

105

134

159

180

228

5

126

157

184

208

258

6

147

180

209

235

288

7

168

204

234

260

317

8

189

227

258

286

344

9

209

249

282

310

370

10

230

272

306

336

397

A hypothetical example

The hypothetical MMRP example presented here describes how to set up
decision units based on different DQOs. The site is 684 acres, 18 acres of
which is going to be developed for housing (Fig. 6.1). The future land use
of the remaining 666 acres is uncertain but the regulators want to know
the nature and extent of any MC.
The DQOs for the housing development are well defined—the average soil
concentration from each lot will be compared to the residential risk-based
SSLs and either will be below or exceed the action level. The lot is the decision unit. In this case there are 25 lots of various sizes (~0.5 to 3 acres), 14
of which will have houses built on them soon, with more houses to be built
in the future (Fig. 6.2). Multi-increment samples will be taken from each
decision unit to measure the average concentration of energetic compounds and metals. Triplicate multi-increment samples collected from
10% of the decision units are used to estimate total uncertainty. To measure the average metal concentrations, three multi-increment background
samples should be collected from a 0.5-acre area not affected by military
training, yet close enough to have the same soil type. Depending on how
the other areas (colored white) are going to be used, these might be sampled as well. A playground, for example, should be sampled using several
multi-increment samples to be confident that the soil is below the SSL.
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Figure 6.1. 684-acre site showing area on which
houses will be built.

Figure 6.2. Hypothetical housing development
showing lots, houses and roads.

The sampling approach selected for the remaining 666 acres (excluding
the housing development) would depend on whether the historical use of
the site was known. We describe how to sample if no information is available and then discuss how our strategy might change if we had infor-
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mation about the site. If no information is available on the 666 acres, we
will take a probabilistic sampling approach. We divide the 666 acres into
333 two-acre decision units and sample a randomly selected number of
these based upon how certain we want to be that the entire area is clean
(Table 6.1). For this example, we choose to collect multi-increment samples from 59 of the decision units (Fig. 6.3). If all 59 decision units sampled have mean concentrations below the action level (number of failures
= 0), there is 95% confidence that 95% or more of all the unsampled 2-acre
areas have mean concentrations less than the action level (USEPA 1989a,
Table 6.1 and related sections; USEPA 1999, Table 5). If 90 decision units
are sampled and all are below the action level, there is 99% confidence that
the remaining 2-acre areas are “clean.” If fewer than 59 decision units are
sampled, the sampling plan is inadequate to infer with 95% confidence
that 95% of all the 2-acre areas will be below the action level.

Figure 6.3. Area divided up into 666 decision units, 59 of which
(shaded) will be sampled using multi-increment samples.

If one of the 59 decision units has a concentration above the regulatory
limit, then more sampling is required. Using Table 6.1, we see that to be
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95% certain that 95% of both sampled and unsampled decision units are
“clean,” we would have to sample 93 decision units and have only one failure. Properly designed, this approach can provide a probabilistic evaluation of large areas using decision units of an appropriate size for comparison to regulatory action levels intended for groundwater, residential, or
other scenarios. Binomial tables are at
http://src.alionscience.com/toolbox/src_oneshot.html.

If, however, you had information on how the range was used or evidence
existed of where training took place, you could stratify the area. Generally,
only small areas of ranges are contaminated, leaving very large areas unaffected by energetics or metals contamination. Based on past use, we would
divide the range into areas likely and unlikely to be contaminated (Fig.
6.4). In this example, aerial photos show the former impact area (light
gray shaded area) and individual targets. One strategy would be to center
the decision units surrounding the target area (shaded dark gray in Fig.
6.4). If the soil concentrations from these areas, the most likely to be contaminated, are below the SSLs specified in your DQOs, you could reasonably conclude that remaining areas, which were not sampled, are below the
levels.

Figure 6.4. Stratified sampling approach.
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If, however, the target areas are contaminated, follow on work is needed.
Depending on the DQO you could 1) delineate the contaminated area by
taking multi-increment samples around the periphery of the contaminated
decision units until the samples are “clean” or 2) set up a probabilistic grid
for the rest of the area. These type of if−then scenarios should be part of
your planning and DQO.
6.3.2

Sampling a small arms range for metals and propellants

The following example summarizes a site inspection conducted by
TechLaw, Inc., at the Idaho Department of Fish and Game Farragut Firing
Range in Athol, ID (Techlaw 2010). Farragut served as a Naval training
station from 1942 to 1944, and was decommissioned in June 1946. In
1950, DoD gave the site to Idaho Fish and Game and it is currently used by
Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation as a public firing range. Multiincrement samples were collected to determine average concentrations of
both metals and energetic compounds on a portion of the range.
The Farragut site is approximately 1000 ft long by 600 ft wide. Only the
western half of the range was studied during this site inspection (Fig. 6.5).
The firing line was 520-ft-wide and shooting was directed towards eight
targets at the northern end. The range floor, the area between the firing
line and the targets, was overgrown with vegetation. Just to the north of
the range floor was an 8-ft-deep concrete pit extending the length of the
range, and behind it is a 30- to 40-ft high impact berm. Forested land lies
beyond the impact berm. Samplers observed shooting debris scattered
throughout the range when they inspected the site in 2008 site and sampled it in 2009.
The purpose of the SI was to measure the concentrations of metals in the
soils. Lead is deposited at firing ranges as lead shot and bullets, most of
which are in the berm soils. Lead has the potential to migrate through soils
to groundwater as it oxidizes and dissolves when exposed to acidic water
or soil. Other chemicals of concern at shooting ranges include arsenic and
antimony (from ammunition), nickel (coating on some lead shot), copper,
zinc, strontium, and magnesium (from tracer rounds used in machine
guns), and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (from clay targets and “wadding” from shotgun shells) (USEPA 2003a). NG and 2,4-Dinitrotoluene
are commonly used in propellants and were analyzed for in the firing point
and background samples.
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Figure 6.5. Air photo of the Farragut firing range, with overlays showing the boundaries of the
decision units. Inset shows the general location of Farragut (from Techlaw 2010).

The range was divided into seven decision units, two at the firing line,
three within the range floor, and two on the target berm (Fig. 6.5). A total
of nine multi-increment samples were collected: one from each decision
unit, one background sample, and one duplicate from the near range floor.
The range floor samples were built from 60 increments; all others had 30
increments. The background sample was collected from an area similar in
size to the firing point, with a similar substrate and up-gradient of the Farragut site.
Samples were collected first from areas thought to be the least contaminated and then from those expected to be the most contaminated. Increments from the firing line, range floor, and the background location were
collected 0 to 2 in. below the surface. Increments collected in the berm and
target areas were 12 in. deep, because it was assumed that bullets would
penetrate more deeply into the berm. All of the samples were obtained below the vegetative cover.
All samples were analyzed for total analyte metals and the two firing point
samples and the background sample were also analyzed for explosives and
propellant compounds (Techlaw 2010). Concentrations considered significantly above background were defined in the SI plan, via a consensus
based approach, as those that were at least three times greater than the
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background concentration when the background concentration equaled or
exceeded the detection limit.
Analyses of the background sample detected all 13 analyte metals but no
energetic compounds (Table 6.2). The range samples had elevated concentrations of lead, copper, and antimony, with the highest concentrations in
the berm soils and decreasing concentrations towards the firing point. The
berm face was also found to have elevated cadmium; arsenic was found at
the active firing point, on the range floor, and in the berm face. Of the suite
of targeted energetics compounds (17 analytes in Method 8330B), only nitroglycerin and 2,4-DNT were detected. These two compounds are used in
propellants and were found only at the firing points.
TechLaw collected a second multi-increment sample from the range floor
nearest the firing points to estimate the overall error from collecting, processing, subsampling, and analyzing these samples. Comparison of the
concentrations obtained from these two multi-increment samples show
excellent agreement, indicating that multi-increment samples worked well
for estimating the concentrations of metals in these soils.
Lastly, TechLaw estimated both the carryover from one sample to the next
and the metals introduced by the grinding process when using metallic
grinding equipment. Ottawa Sand was ground in the same equipment used
to pulverize the range samples. Table 6.3 shows the elemental concentration of Ottawa sand compared to Ottawa sand ground after a highly contaminated sample and after a background sample.
Also listed is the metal composition of the metal grinding bowl. The results
show increases in the concentrations of chromium, copper, manganese,
and lead in the Ottawa sand. For lead, grinding introduced approximately
4.7 mg/kg into the sand, about one quarter the background level of 20.5
mg/kg, and a value an order of magnitude lower than any of the lead concentrations in the samples. Although these additions could be significant
for trace metal work, they are unlikely to be important for contaminated
range soils.
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Table 6.2. Concentrations of metal and energetic compounds in Farragut Range multi-increment
samples. Values that are underlined and in bold are over three times higher than the background
concentrations.
Location

Firing point
Historical

Range floor

Both

Near firing point

Berm

Center

Near

Bkgr.

Face

Middle

berm
Tal metals (mg/kg)

Rep 1

Rep 2

--

--

31.0

27

220

24.0

400

180

< 4.6

Arsenic

18

30.9

17

17

24.3

16

23.8

23.1

7.8

Barium

201

186

255

245

204

100

97.9

150

Beryllium

0.63

0.68

0.67

0.71

0.60

0.50

0.56

0.73

0.68

Cadmium

--

0.64

--

--

--

--

2.01

--

0.54

10.4

15.1

9.29

9.70

10.5

14.5

13.1

14.1

8.48

Cobalt

8.0

11.8

5.74

5.92

6.09

6.79

6.59

7.67

5.13

Copper

46

69

57

52

330

100

1200

940

Lead

67.2

202

1510

1670

7130

2470

24,100

21,800

Manganese

716

652

715

707

703

507

555

645

Nickel

12.7

18.2

10.2

10.3

11.0

11.3

12.9

14.7

10

11

14

14

12

11

11

14

14

Vanadium

17.8

21.2

22.5

23.6

21.0

24.1

20.7

26

22.8

Zinc

74.1

79

75.7

76.9

99.8

68.1

193

175

69.4

Antimony

Chromium

Thallium

291

14
20.5
1100
9.9

Nitroaromatics, nitramines, and nitrate esters (mg/kg)
2,4-DNT
Nitroglycerin

0.83

4.2

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

29

170

--

--

--

--

--

--

--
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Table 6.3. Metals in Ottawa sand
Concentration (mg/kg)
Metal
analyte

Ottawa Sand
Unground
After
Sample

Al

20.8

In steel
bowl

Ground

57.2

After
Background
58.5

Ca

201

215

227

Fe

1550

9800

7550

K

53

67

76

Mg

132

55.1

61

23

19

Na

7.6

> 95%

Ba

ND(<0.15)

1.41

1.27

Co

0.39

0.77

0.68

2.0

Cr

ND(<.76)

3.1

2.1

2.5

5.08

4.32

5.0

Cu

1.7

Mn

1.36

82.5

56.9

20.0

Ni

1.4

3.1

2.7

5.0

Pb

ND(<2.3)

4.7

ND(<3.3)

2.0

0.50

ND(<0.54)

2.0

Zn

ND(<.38)
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A Practical Guide to Sampling

7.1

Safety considerations
In areas where UXO, discarded military munitions, or materials potentially presenting an explosive hazard are present or may exist, field activities
are supervised by military EOD personnel or qualified UXO technicians.
The on-site UXO technician will conduct a surface access survey and a
subsurface survey for anomalies before any type of activity, including foot
and vehicular traffic. Procedures for these measures should be described
in the contractor’s site-specific work plan and modified in their sitespecific plans as required.
Although uncommon, soils containing high levels of energetic compounds,
exceeding 100,000 mg/kg (10%), can be present near ruptured munitions
or partial detonations (low-order) on ranges, in disposal areas such as
OB/OD sites, and near burial pits or at manufacturing facilities. In these
areas, pieces of explosives are often seen on the ground. TNT is yellow but
turns reddish brown when exposed to sunlight and often has a reddish halo on the soil surrounding the solids. RDX is white to light yellow but does
not photo-degrade to form red compounds. Consequently, Comp B is less
highly colored than TNT as it only has about 40% TNT in this formulation.
Pieces of C4 explosive are found where blow-in-place of UXO or demolition training have occurred. Pieces of C4 are white. Visible or otherwise
identifiable pieces of explosive compounds should not be incorporated into the soil samples as they might detonate or deflagrate. The EXPRAY Kit
(Plexus Scientific, Silver Springs, MD) or EPA Methods 8515 and 8510
(USEPA 1996c, 2000) can be used to screen suspected explosive materials
or high concentration soils before sampling and shipping soil samples off
site (Appendix D).

7.2

Sampling tools
An unbiased sampling scheme must be developed and carefully followed to
uniformly sample the volume of soil within the boundaries of the decision
unit. The fundamental requirements for increment collection are:
•
•

An unbiased pattern throughout the entire decision unit.
Complete and uniform sampling across the specified depth interval.
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•

Uniform size and mass of increments.

A sampling methodology is considered unbiased if all of the particles in
the decision unit have the same probability of being included in the sample
(Gy 1998). The desired sample is one that is representative of the population in terms of particle type, size, and proportion, and the volume of soil
in each increment should be constant.
Coring devices that assure a uniform diameter core through the entire
sampled interval are preferred for increment collection. Most devices such
as a garden trowel or hand auger do not control the amount of material
per increment or ensure representative proportions of material from
throughout a specific depth interval. These devices are likely to introduce
bias into the sampling, particularly when more than one sampler is used.
Although their use may be unavoidable for coarse, gravelly soils, such tools
are not recommended (Pitard 1993).
A variety of hand-operated coring devices designed for surface sampling
(e.g., less than 6-in. depth) are widely available from a various vendors. A
“pogo-stick” coring device designed by CRREL has a choice of core diameters (Fig. 7.1). This type of sampler is available by contacting EnviroStat,
Inc. (www.envirostat.org). Where suitable cohesive soils are present, a coring device makes it easier and faster to collect uniform, representative increments from a consistent depth interval. For highly compacted or cemented
soils, split barrel samplers with a drive shoe can be driven manually using
a slide hammer or used with a direct push drill rig. They may work well for
deeper samples. Graduated plunger devices or coring devices such as an
Encore sampler will provide a consistent volume for obtaining increments
from conventional deeper cores (e.g., split barrel, Shelby tube, etc.). Adjust
the diameter of the cores to obtain a total dry weight (without moisture)
sample mass of 1 to 2 kg for the given number of increments. In the case of
the CRREL corer, the tip is made of stainless steel. Although stainless steel
does not react with most analytes, it is not hard and will deform when you
are sampling coarse soils or encountering rocks. Keep the tip of the sampling tool sharp.
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Figure 7.1. CRREL coring device (Walsh M.R. 2009). Note various size coring shoes.
Increment cores from a single decision unit should be of the same size

While planning your project, discuss sample collection and identify contingency actions in case difficulties are encountered. Taking a wide variety
of implements into the field increases the likelihood of a successful sample
collection.

7.3

Determining sample size and number of increments required
To ensure that the multi-increment sample will not “miss” contamination
of concern within the decision unit, a sufficient number of increments
need to be collected. The number of increments required to obtain a representative multi-increment sample, and to meet the required level of reproducibility specified in the DQOs, depends on the distributional heterogeneity of analytes within the decision unit. The number of increments
required to represent a decision unit is not directly related to the size of
the decision unit but depends only on the degree of the variability within
it. (In statistics, the number of measurements required to characterize a
population does not depend on the size of the population, but on the variability of the population.) There is, however, a general correlation between
size and variability, because a larger decision unit probably encompasses
greater variability. For example, large decision units on an impact range
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are more likely to contain multiple low-order detonations. In choosing the
size of the decision unit, you should consider the mode of contamination.
Field studies show that 50 to 100 increments are required to achieve good
reproducibility (e.g., %RSD <30) among replicates at active firing ranges
where energetic compounds are heterogeneously distributed. Statistical
investigations also support this number of increments for acceptable reproducibility (USEPA 2003b). Just as increasing the number of discrete
samples analyzed from a given area reduces the variability of the estimated
mean concentrations of the area, increasing the number of increments for
a multi-increment sample reduces the variability of the estimated mean
concentrations among replicate multi-increment samples. However, increasing the number of increments above 100 provides only marginal improvement in precision in most cases.
Table 7.1. Number of increments collected using
different coring device diameters to obtain a given
sample mass. Highlighted in yellow is the optimum range
(Walsh M.R. 2009).
Corer
diameter
(cm)

Sample mass* (g)
1000

1500

2000

Number of increments to reach sample mass (g)

1.00

340

509

679

1.25

217

326

435

1.50

151

226

302

1.75

111

166

222

2.00

85

127

170

2.25

67

101

134

2.50

54

81

109

2.75

45

67

90

3.00

38

57

75

3.25

32

48

64

3.50

28

42

55

3.75

24

36

* Assumed: Dry bulk soil density = 1.50
increment core length = 2.5 cm

48
g/cm3,

The number of increments must be balanced with the mass of each individual increment to yield a total sample mass that is sufficient to overcome
the compositional heterogeneity of the soil (Table 7.1). Adequate total
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sample mass for typical soil-size particles (less than 2 mm) has been empirically demonstrated to be 1 to 2 kg (based on analyses of explosives).

7.4

Multi-increment collection design
The random systematic sampling design is best suited for multi-increment
sampling. Using this technique, you can quantify uncertainty in the data
by collecting replicate samples. Other sampling designs and probabilistic
sampling schemes are described in the EPA guidance document QA/G-5S
(USEPA 2002).
The random systematic approach is the most commonly used and most
reproducible sampling pattern (Fig. 7.2). The key steps for collecting this
type of sample are:
•
•
•

Subdivide the decision unit into uniform grid cells, 100 cells if you
want to take 100 increments.
Randomly select a single increment collection point in an initial grid
cell.
Collect increments from the same relative location within each of the
other grid cells.

When collecting replicate samples, randomly select a different starting
point in the first cell and build a sample with increments from that relative
position in each grid cell.

Figure 7.2. Random systematic sampling pattern for collecting
two (replicate) 100-increment samples in a square decision unit.
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This process is quite straightforward in a square or rectangular decision
unit. When the shape of the area to be sampled is irregular, a randomsystematic approach can still be used, as shown in Figure 7.3. The sampler
walks to the GPS located waypoints, or walks along marked lanes with defined spacing, and collects increments at a specified interval.

Figure 7.3. Pattern of random-systematic sampling for collecting two (replicate)
50-increment samples in an uneven-shaped decision unit, located within the solid
black line.

7.5

Setting up the decision unit
Computers coupled to GPS units, such as the Trimble GeoXH, have made
it feasible to set up the sampling grid and to preprogram the sampling
points on a GPS unit. In this way, the handheld GPS can be used to navigate to the sample location without having to set out flags at the corners of
the decision unit. The GPS unit, however, needs to have decimeter (10 cm
or 4 in.) resolution to accurately locate the sampling points. Also, note that
during certain times of the day, the constellation of satellites available to
the GPS may change, making it difficult to obtain accurate readings. Before using the GPS in the field, check the signal strength and resolution of
your instrument. How to set up a grid and position sampling manually, is
explained in Appendix E.
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7.6

Collecting the sample
Once the decision unit and lane positions are marked, the first step in collecting the sample is to determine your first increment collection point
within the starting cell. This must be done randomly, using a random
number generator or a calculator. Two numbers are needed to define the
sample location within the cell (an X and a Y coordinate, starting from a
corner of the decision unit). It is best to choose a manageable number of
divisions for the cell. In our example, the cell dimensions are 1.42 m in the
X direction and 1.25 m in the Y direction. You could choose to use six divisions in each cell, which in this case for the X direction would be 0, 0.28,
0.56, 0.85, 1.14, 1.42 m, and in the Y direction would be 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75,
1.0 and 1.25 m. Figure 7.4 shows an example in which the lower left-hand
corner is the starting cell, the origin position within that cell (X = 0, Y = 0)
is its lower left-hand corner, and the collection position for the first increment is X = 0.85 and Y = 0.25 as shown by the green “×” symbol.

Figure 7.4. Random systematic collection pattern for a 56-increment
sample in a 10- x 10-m square decision unit. Increment locations are
designated by the green x symbols. Increments should be collected at the
same relative position within each collection cell.
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After collecting the first increment at that position, you should position all
subsequent increments as close as possible (less than 0.2 m) to the same
location within each cell as illustrated by the other green “×” symbols in
Figure 7.4. Using the GPS unit, start in one corner of the decision unit and
collect increments up and back along the pre-determined lanes. If you encounter a rock outcrop or tree root, offset the location of an increment by
as little as possible. Figures 7.2 and 7.3 show how to take two multipleincrement samples from the same decision unit. Here, again, randomly
choose your starting sampling point and then collect increments from the
same location within each cell.
Sampling in teams of two allows one person to collect the soil increments
while the other holds the sample bag and keeps count of the number of increments (Fig. 7.5). A small mechanical counter is handy for verifying that
the correct number of increments has been collected. Results will be more
consistent if each person does the same job for all replicates. You do not
need to clean the sampling tool between increments within a decision unit
or between replicate samples within a decision unit. The tool must be decontaminated before sampling a new decision unit. Rinseate blanks can be
taken between sampling areas but the concentration in these blanks is typically negligible.

Figure 7.5. Two-person team collecting a multi-increment sample.

When sampling, use clean polyethylene sampling bags rather than sample
bottles for multi-increment samples (Fig. 7.5). Label the outside of the
sample bag and the tag that will go on the outside of the sample bag. Then
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record the sample information (such as date, site, decision unit, number of
increments, increment diameter and depth, replicate number, and name of
sampler) in a logbook. Decide upon and document a labeling and numbering scheme before going to the field. Double bag the sample after collecting to reduce cross-contamination during shipping and storage. Cable ties
are excellent for sealing the bag and attaching the identification tag. Photos are extremely helpful and provide visual documentation. A list of sampling supplies is in Appendix B.
Note that once the samples are collected in the field, it is tempting to split
them and only send a small portion of each sample to the laboratory. DO
NOT split the sample. Hewitt et al. (2009) studied the magnitude of field
splitting error and found it to range from 4.7 to 120%, with a median value
of 43.1%. Ship the entire 1- to 2-kg sample to the laboratory for processing
and analysis. After laboratory processing, samples may be split using multi-increment sampling techniques.

7.7

Additional considerations for irregularly shaped areas
To determine an appropriate spacing for collecting a sample from an unevenly shaped decision unit using a random systematic pattern (e.g., Fig.
7.3), first estimate the area to be sampled. A GIS or air photo may allow
you to do this before arriving at the sampling site. If the area is measured
on site, use a tape or rangefinder to divide the area into multiple small rectangles and triangular shaped units and determine their individual areas,
then sum them to determine the total area, A. Next, determine the theoretical length, L, that a side would have if the equivalent area were a square
by taking the square root of area A:
L

A

Then, find the increment spacing, S, using the same logic as presented in
Section 7.5.2 for a square decision unit. This is done by dividing your theoretical “side” length by the square root of the number of increments, N:
SL

N

The next step would be to establish an appropriate number of lanes traversing the long dimension of the decision unit and collecting increments at
the spacing just determined. It is important to keep the increment spacing
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as even as possible throughout the space sampled. The exact number of
increments is not as critical as obtaining the minimum number determined by the DQOs. The method described above can also be used to determine sample spacing in rectangular shaped decision units.

7.8

Collecting samples around ruptured rounds
Because a partially detonated bomb, a dumpsite, a ruptured munition, or
other ordnance item will have contaminant concentrations significantly
higher than the other areas in a site, they should be sampled as separate
decision units. The decision unit should encompass the area of any visible
residue chunks and any surface discolorations. EOD personnel or UXO
technicians should remove any chunk explosives (these should be weighed
separately) so they are not inadvertently incorporated into the sample. To
prevent cross contamination, samples collected where chunk residues
were present should be double bagged and segregated from other samples
during transportation, storage, and laboratory processing (USEPA 2006b,
page A-13).
When ordnance disposal (blow-in-place) coincides with site characterization, pre- and post-detonation multi-increment samples can help establish
if residual MC was there already or came from the blow-in-place operation, or both (Pennington et al. 2008; USACE 2007). This is more likely at
the RI stage during intrusive operations, and during removal and remedial
actions.

7.9

How to deal with vegetation in a sample
Appendix A of Method 8330B recommends including surface vegetation
and plant matter in samples from active ranges. At MMRP sites or other
sites where surface vegetation clearly post-dates any contaminant release,
vegetation in the sample should be removed during laboratory processing.
Note that some types of vegetation, i.e., mosses, can be long-lived. Do not
bias your samples trying to avoid vegetation.
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7.10 Subsurface sampling
Range characterization studies show that the highest concentrations of energetic compounds are at firing positions, near targets, and where demolition activities are performed (Hewitt et al. 2007b; Jenkins et al. 2006a)
and that most of the energetic residues remain on the surface (Fig. 7.6).
Subsurface sampling may be needed for ranges where the surface has been
physically altered, where energetic residues are found on the surface at
high concentrations, and to address human risk concerns when soils are
excavated during construction activities. At demolition and disposal and
hand grenade ranges, where a common management practice is to periodically fill craters, energetic residues are found at depth. Energetic residues
can also be buried when surface soils are removed, redistributed or covered with clean soils. Generally, contaminants dissolved by precipitation
are not detectable in subsurface soils because they are only present within
the small amounts of soil moisture.
0

Depth (cm)

1

2

3
TNT
RDX
4
0.0

0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
Normalized Concentration (depth value/top value)

1.0

Figure 7.6. Normalized concentration profiles for TNT (solid lines)
and RDX (broken lines). Profiles show a decreasing trend of these
two energetic residues with depth directly beneath chunks (> 2 cm)
of explosives found on the surface.

The best way to sample the distribution and concentration of energetic
compounds in three dimensions has not yet been determined. We recommend taking multi-increment samples, although we recognize that these
samples can be difficult and time consuming to collect. Depending on the
DQOs depth, profiles can be collected in 10-cm intervals to a depth of at
least 30 cm. Sample increments from the same 10-cm depth interval (0–10
cm, 10–20 cm, and 20–30 cm) should be combined to produce a multiincrement sample (Fig. 7.7). The depth intervals sampled (lifts) need not
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be 10 cm, as in the example given above, but can be 2 or 30 cm, depending
on the information required. If only a few depth profiles are combined, the
data might be suited for determining the depth to which residues have
been mixed into the soil profile, but not to estimate the average concentration for a subsurface layer over a large horizontal cross-sectional area. To
achieve this second objective, 50 to 100 increments should be collected.
For depths below 30 cm, a surface geophysical survey may not be sensitive
enough to detect UXO; therefore, down-hole clearance must be done.

Figure 7.7. How increments from equivalent depth intervals are combined
into a multi-increment sub-surface sample.
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How to Process Soil Samples

8.1

General discussion of why samples need to be processed
In most cases, the multi-increment sample will contain very few explosive,
propellant, or metal particles compared to the total number of particles in
the soil matrix. For example, if the multi-increment sample contains one
energetic particle in each 100 g of soil, a typical analytical subsample (a
few grams) will not represent the proportion of energetic particles in the
field sample. Most of the subsamples will have very low concentrations,
but some subsamples will have much, much higher concentrations than
the multi-increment sample. Fortunately, the physical properties of most
energetic compounds and metals (i.e., low vapor pressure) permit grinding
the soil sample so that a small subsample (10 g) can represent the much
larger multi-increment sample (more than 1000 g).
The processing involves the following steps: air-drying, sieving, and machine grinding until all the particles in the multi-increment sample are
very fine (less than 75 µm). Grinding fractures the energetic and metal
particles into many smaller particles, enabling a small (e.g., 10-g) soil subsample to adequately represent the entire multi-increment sample. The
goal of this process is to adequately represent the several tons of soil in the
decision unit by the few grams of soil that are extracted (energetics) or digested (metals) and analyzed by chromatography or Inductively Coupled
Plasma Spectrometry (ICP) (Fig. 8.1). Our goal is to use the smallest subsample from the multi-increment sample that will contain all the constituents in the same proportion as the soil in the decision unit. A small subsample also requires less volume of solvent or acid and minimizes the cost
of buying and disposing of these chemicals.
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Figure 8.1. Steps needed to determine the average concentration of energetic
compounds and metals in several tons of soil using a few grams of soil. Random
systematic collection of 1- to 2-kg multi-increment samples followed by air-drying,
sieving, and pulverization of <2-mm size fraction. Build a 2-g subsample of the <2mm size fraction by taking ~30 increments from the ground material. Extraction or
digestion followed by analysis.

8.2

Specific guidance on how to process a soil sample
As mentioned above, once the multi-increment sample has been collected,
it needs to be processed. This involves air-drying, sieving, machine grinding, and subsampling the multi-increment sample before a portion of it is
extracted and analyzed. Each step is briefly described and illustrated using
images (Fig. 8.2). These methods apply to HE, propellants, and metals.
However, to highlight some properties unique to metals, we have added a
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separate section on metals (8.3). Appendix C lists the supplies and equipment for processing multi-increment samples.
Processing Steps

a. Store at <4°C before processing.

b. Air-dry sample at room temperature.

Sieving

a. Pour the sample into a no. 10 mesh stainless steel
sieve set inside a stainless steel bowl.

b. Break up soil aggregates and dried vegetation with a
stainless steel spoon.

c. Save oversize (>2 mm) fraction in bag or jar.

d. Remove solids stuck in the sieve with a spoon or pick.
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Machine Grinding

a. Grinder bowl (B800) with puck and lid.

b. LabTech Essa LM-2 Ring Mill

c. Bowl with 500 g of unground, unvegetated soil

d. Bowl with 500 g of ground soil (puck is buried in the
soil).

Subsampling

a. The ground sample is spread evenly to a thickness of
about 1 cm over a flat surface

b. At least 30 increments of soil from random locations
through the thickness of the sample are combined to form
a 10-g subsample.
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Cleanup

a. Use a HEPA (high efficiency particulate air) vacuum to
remove all dust

b. Remove gasket from grinder bowl lid and wash all items
in soapy water.

c. Remove adhered soil from the lid, bowl and puck using a
brush and scrubbing pad.

d. Rinse all items with tap water and then with distilled
water.

e. Use acetone for the final rinse.
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f. Wipe the lid, bowl and puck dry.

g. Clean items are air-dried to remove residual acetone.
Figure 8.2 How to process a soil sample.

8.2.1

Storing before processing

Multi-increment samples are stored at less than 4°C until they are processed. Samples that are known to have very high concentrations of energetic compounds should be isolated from samples that are expected to
have low or undetectable energetic concentrations. Sample bags should
remain closed and sealed during storage.
8.2.2

Air-drying

The entire field-moist multi-increment sample is spread onto an aluminum-foil-lined tray and air-dried at room temperature (<25°C). The time
required to thoroughly air-dry a sample depends on the relative humidity
and the initial soil moisture content. Generally, 2 to 3 days are required.
Drying arrests microbial activity that could bio-transform some of the explosives and makes it easier to further process the soil. When clay-rich
soils are dried, it is helpful to disaggregate the soil as it dries to minimize
the formation of hard clumps. DO NOT oven dry soils containing energetics as these will sublime or thermally degrade target analytes.
8.2.3

Sieving

For unvegetated or sparsely vegetated soil samples, work the air-dried
sample through a no. 10 sieve. The no. 10 sieve has a mesh with 2-mm
openings, the size division between coarse sand and gravel (USDA 1993).
A stainless steel spoon is used to break soil aggregates and dried vegetation, such as moss or grass, while sieving. Each size fraction is weighed,
the smaller than 2-mm fraction processed further as described below, and
the oversize (>2-mm) fraction is saved in the original sample bag for fur-
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ther study. Sieving should be done in an exhaust hood to control dust.
Sieving ensures that HE pieces are smaller than the critical diameter needed for detonation and is, therefore, a safety step in this process. Also note
that sieving an unground sample through sieves finer than 2 mm is never
appropriate for high explosives or propellants, as much of the mass of the
energetic analytes is in particles greater than 0.59 mm (30-mesh sieve)
(M.E. Walsh et al. 2007).
8.2.4

Machine grinding

The preferred method of grinding soil samples for energetics and metals
uses a ring-mill (also called a puck mill) grinder that works for crystalline
explosives, propellants, and metals. The following is a procedure using this
type of grinder.
The less than 2-mm fraction is ground in 500-g or smaller portions in a
LabTech Essa LM2 (LabTech Essa Pty. Ltd., Bassendean, WA, Australia)
ring-mill grinder equipped with 800-cm3 bowls.* Soils from impact areas
that contain only high explosive residues (i.e., HMX, RDX, TNT) are
ground for 60−90 seconds. Soils from ranges that contain propellant residues (i.e., firing points, disposal areas, rocket impact ranges) are ground
for five 60-second periods, with a 5-minute cooling time between each
grind. The extra grinding time is needed to pulverize the propellant fibers,
because these are mainly composed of nitrocellulose, a wood-like substance, and the cooling times are to avoid overheating and volatilizing the
energetics. For metals the 5-minute grind times used for propellants have
also been found to be effective.
Grinding reduces the particle size of the coarse soil to the texture of flour
(less than 75 μm). The ground multi-increment sample should appear and
feel uniform when portions of the ground soil are pinched and rolled between the thumb and index finger. There should be no unground grains or
fibers. If needed, the soil should be ground for an additional 60 to 90 seconds.
The following are tips for effective grinding:

*

http://www.essaaustralasia.com/EssaProductsCatalogue.aspx?PG=SP
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•

•

•

•

•

The grinding bowl should not be overfilled. The puck needs to move
freely in the bowl to pulverize the sample. Conversely, no less than 120
g of soil should be ground to prevent excess wear of the grinding bowl.
For sparsely or unvegetated soils, no more than 500 g and no less than
200 g of material should be ground in an 800-cm3 bowl. Preferably,
the mass of soil in each 800-cm3 bowl should be between 300 and 500
g.
Samples that have lots of vegetation (highly organic) have low bulk
density and 500 g would overfill an 800-cm3 bowl. The grinding bowl
should be no more than one-third full.
If the ground soil adheres to the sides of the grinding bowl (caking), the
soil has not been sufficiently air-dried and it will not be uniformly
ground. The sample should be air-dried for at least one more day and
reground.
For samples that need to be ground for five 60-second intervals, using
multiple grinding bowls will increase efficiency. For example, the unground multi-increment sample can be divided among three grinding
bowls that are sequentially cycled through the grinder and the sample
recombined before subsampling.

8.2.5

Subsampling

The entire ground sample is spread evenly and about 1 cm thick over a
sheet of aluminum foil in an exhaust hood. A spatula is used to obtain increments of soil through the thickness of the sample. At least 30 increments from random locations are combined to build a 10-g subsample.
Add the subsample increments to a glass vial and store the vial in a cool
(less than 4°C) location until extracted.
8.2.6

Cleanup

To avoid cross contamination between high and low concentration samples, all surfaces must be thoroughly cleaned between samples. Cleaning
procedures are as follows:
•

•

Any dust in the work area is removed using a HEPA (high efficiency
particulate air) vacuum cleaner. All work surfaces are wiped with hot
water, sprayed or wiped down with acetone, then wiped dry.
Particles that are trapped in the sieve can be pushed out with the stainless steel spoon or a small pick.
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•

8.3

The stainless steel bowl, sieve, spoon, grinding bowl, puck, lid, and any
other items that come in contact with the sample are washed in a sink
filled with hot soapy water. The rubber gasket must be removed from
the lid for through cleaning. A scrub pad (3M) is needed to remove all
trapped soil particles. All items are rinsed with hot water followed by
deionized water and placed on a clean surface in an exhaust hood. Each
item is sprayed with acetone in the hood and wiped with clean paper
wipes. The rubber gasket in the bowl lid is then replaced.

Specific sample processing for metals
Depending on how the metal was deposited, it might be quite uniformly
distributed (arsenic sprayed as a herbicide) or heterogeneously distributed
(metal fragments ranging in size from micrometers to centimeters). Depending on the DQOs, one might want to measure: 1) the total mass of a
metal or group of metals deposited on an area; 2) only that portion of the
metal that is in the smaller than 2-mm size fraction; or 3) small particles
that might be an inhalation hazard. If the presence or absence of a metal in
the soil or an order-of-magnitude estimate of high concentrations is all
that is required, analyzing a ground multi-increment sample with an XRay Florescence Spectrometer (XRF) may be sufficient. If soil metal concentrations are needed, then multi-increment soil samples need to be processed, extracted, and analyzed in the lab.
For estimating the total mass of a metal in a multi-increment sample, one
needs the mass of metal in the smaller than 2-mm size fraction, and a good
estimate of the metal concentration in the larger than 2-mm size fraction.
Copper bullet casing and lead bullet fragments can be found in the oversized fraction (more than 2 mm) of a multi-increment sample. The mass of
these pieces needs to be added to that found in the smaller than 2-mm size
fraction. To do this, separate the metal fragments from the oversized fraction by hand, mechanically, or by density, check their compositions, and
weigh them. This process is often not as dire as it sounds because the metal fragments are recognizable and can be matched to a specific bullet
whose composition is known. Nevertheless, if the total mass of a metal is
needed, it is important to weigh the smaller than 2-mm size fraction, as
larger fragments are likely to represent most of the metal mass deposited.
To measure the metal concentration in the smaller than 2-mm size fraction, two issues need to be considered: does some of the metal remain in
the bowl and cause cross contamination and does grinding introduce met-
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als of interest into your sample? First, if the MC metals are in elemental
form (e.g., lead, copper, tin), they may be malleable and a significant portion might smear on the inside of the grinding bowl. In this case clean
quartz sand should be ground and analyzed after the metal-containing
sample is ground to ensure that any metal smeared onto the grinding surface is accounted for (e.g., Table 6.3). Generally, however, the amount of
metal present is small relative to the number of soil grains and the metal
does not remain in the bowl.
Second, because most commercial crushing or grinding equipment has
working surfaces composed of metal alloys containing iron, chromium,
tungsten (carbide), etc., they can contribute metal to the sample during
processing. This added metal may be important for environmental samples if the metals contained in the grinding equipment are analytes of interest (the metal composition of standard steel and chrome grinding bowls
used by the Essa ring mill are listed in Appendix C). Either the amount of
metal introduced needs to be estimated by grinding and analyzing clean
quartz samples (e.g. Table 6.2), or agate or ceramic grinding bowls should
be used. Several different pulverization devices use ceramic or agate grinding surfaces. These surfaces do not contribute appreciable quantities of
heavy metals to the sample. Bico Inc. makes a horizontal and a vertical ceramic disk pulverizer. Both systems can grind large samples of 1- to 2-kg
mass within a couple of minutes. Cross contamination can be minimized
by using compressed air to clean the grinding surfaces and grinding a
blank soil between samples. A rinsing step could also be added.
If the end use of the data is to assess risk of inhalation, the amount of metal contained in larger particles is immaterial compared to the metal contained in the fine (less than 0.25 mm) fractions (USEPA 2000, 2003a;
ITRC 2008). Using a finer mesh sieve (e.g., 0.25 rather than 2 mm) before
subsampling will improve precision and reproducibility and may meet data quality requirements without grinding.
Generally, however, reducing particle size by grinding is just as important
for samples being analyzed for metals as it is for those containing explosives and propellants. Metal particles must be sufficiently small to ensure
that they are uniformly represented in the small mass of the subsamples
that will be analyzed. Because the mass of the subsample is small, the size
of its constituent particles also must be reduced to control sampling error.
If particle size is not reduced, sampling error and variability will increase.
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Therefore, the sample needs to be ground before subsampling. For example, lead in two unground multi-increment samples from small arms firing
ranges may have unacceptably large variability (>100% RSD), even after
air-drying, sieving through a no. 10 sieve (less than 2 mm), and subsampling using a sectorial splitter. The large variability for lead may be attributable to particles of lead 1 to 2 mm in diameter being present in only
some of the splits (i.e., the compositional heterogeneity has not been adequately addressed).
Studies on metal concentrations using multi-increment samples of uncontaminated natural soils show that grinding greatly improves reproducibility (precision), but imparts a small (usually negligible) increase in median
metals concentrations (Felt et al. 2008). Generally, the reduction in total
measurement uncertainty (error) compensates for the slight positive bias
by improving the overall accuracy of the measurements.
Mechanical crushing and grinding procedures have long been used in traditional geochemical studies and by the mining industry to obtain metal
concentrations. These techniques can be readily adapted to MC metals.
Laboratory protocols for processing multi-increment samples for metals
are the subject of current research. Nonetheless, bearing in mind the potential effects discussed above, multi-increment samples can be collected
and analyzed for metals.

8.4

Processing for PAHs, perchlorate, WP
There are no published procedures specific to the laboratory processing of
multi-increment samples for Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs).
Collection and laboratory processing of samples per Method 8330B is recommended. Methods SW3540 and SW3550 require extraction of 10 and
30 g of soil, respectively, so increasing the analytical method aliquot size is
unnecessary.
There are no published procedures specifically for laboratory processing of
multi-increment samples for perchlorate. Collecting and laboratory processing of samples per Method 8330B is recommended and Methods 6850
and 6860 for analyses. However, instead of extracting 1 g of soil in 10 mL
of reagent water, we recommend that a minimum of 10 g be used as is
done for all propellants and explosives in Method 8330B. Multi-increment
sampling and sample processing has been conducted successfully at Hill
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AFB to obtain reproducible ammonium perchlorate concentrations for decision units at a large missile demolition area (Neiman 2007).
Walsh M.E et al. (1997) used multi-increment samples to find areas within
a large salt marsh that contained particles of WP large enough to poison
and kill waterfowl. WP, like many of the contaminants discussed, is deposited as discrete particles and shows extreme heterogeneity in the sediments. Unlike energetic compounds and metals, WP will sublime and oxidize if exposed to air. Therefore, soil and sediment samples cannot be airdried and ground without major loss of WP. To estimate WP concentrations without drying and grinding, these researchers mixed the multiincrement samples with water and analyzed the water using Method
SW7580. They found that the concentration in the water is correlated with
the WP mass and that a sample whose water had high WP levels invariably
contained WP particles. Samples with high WP concentrations helped locate areas that contained WP particles and by sieving the samples they
measured the size of the WP particles available to waterfowl. To determine
the concentration of the sample, the entire sample would have to be extracted, as it cannot be representatively subsampled.
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9

Quality Assurance/Quality Control
The reproducibility of multi-increment field samples should be subject to
quality control (QC) requirements similar to those traditionally required to
demonstrate laboratory analytical reproducibility. Field replicates provide
a measure of the variability or “total error” of the data set (field sampling
error + laboratory sample processing error + subsampling error + laboratory analytical error). Note that field replicates for multi-increment samples are not field splits; they are independently collected, multi-increment
samples from the same decision unit. Similar concentrations among multiincrement samples taken from the same decision unit indicate that data
are scientifically defensible and representative (USEPA 2006b, Method
8330B), and the only means by which confidence can be quantified.
If evidence for representativeness is not presented,
then the data cannot be characterized as effective for
project decision making. (Crumbling 2001, 2002)
Required levels of precision or confidence for the mean concentrations
and other statistical parameters should be identified in the systematic
planning process. The degree of precision needed to support the decision,
expressed as %RSD of samples from a decision unit, should be specified as
part of the DQOs (see Section 5.3). The sampling and analysis plan should
provide for enough replicate QC sampling to obtain the required precision
in all facets of sampling and analysis.
As a general rule, we recommend collecting triplicate multi-increment
samples from 10% of the decision units, including at least one triplicate of
each type of matrix for metals (i.e., soil type). For investigations where
high precision is not required (e.g., simply demonstrating presence of a
contaminant for an SI), a single multi-increment sample for most decision
units may be sufficient, with QC triplicates taken from only one or two decision units at the site to assess the adequacy of the sampling design.
Where more precision is necessary, for example where values are anticipated to be close to an action level in an RI, triplicate samples should be a
default minimum and, if needed to define the uncertainty, up to 10 or
more multi-increment samples should be collected from a decision unit.
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Background samples used to determine concentrations of analytes unrelated to the site activities should be sampled at least in triplicate.
Some portion of the multi-increment samples should be subsampled and
analyzed in triplicate to demonstrate that laboratory subsampling procedures are adequate to control both compositional and distributional heterogeneity. The %RSD for laboratory triplicates typically should be less than
15%. However, as with the suggested %RSD of 30 to 35% for field replicates (which reflect total error), this 15% RSD for laboratory reproducibility is a function of analyte concentration as well as adequate processing.
Whether it is appropriate for a specific data set depends on the precision
required to meet DQOs and how close to a decision limit a concentration
result might be. Because %RSD is a relative measure, it tends to become
larger for concentrations near the analytical quantitation limit.
The replicate laboratory analyses should use multi-increment samples that
are expected to contain contaminant concentrations near the chosen action level or below this value but above detection. This will provide the
most demanding test of reproducibility while minimizing the chance of
non-detect results that would be of little value in evaluating data quality.
Laboratory control samples and Matrix Spike/Matrix Spike Duplicate
(MS/MSD) samples spiked before grinding require a relatively large
amount of standard. It is not practical to add surrogates or target analyte
spikes to 1- to 2-kg samples. However, reference materials for Performance Evaluation for explosives are now commercially available. See the
Environmental Data Quality Working Group white paper Guide for Implementing EPA SW 846 Method 8330B (USDoD EDQW 2008) for further discussion of laboratory QC. The DoD Quality Systems Manual Version 4.1 (USDoD EDQW 2009) also has laboratory QC requirements for
analysis of explosives by Method 8330B. Laboratory QC requirements
should be discussed with laboratory personnel during project planning.
The following are additional QC samples that should be prepared with
each batch of field multi-increment samples.
•

Grinding Blank: A blank sand sample (500 g) is machine ground after
every batch of samples. For large batches, a blank should be ground after every 20 field samples. This blank sample is subsampled and analyzed to ensure that the cleaning process is sufficient to prevent cross-
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•

•

contamination. For multi-increment samples analyzed for metals,
grind blanks to assess the metals introduced by the grinding equipment
as well as by cross-contamination.
Performance Evaluation Sample: A sample fortified with known concentrations of nitroaromatics and nitramines, such as the custom
standard available from Environmental Resource Associates (ERA),
should be ground and subsampled after every 100 batches.
Subsampling Variance: For every 10th multi-increment sample, triplicate subsamples are taken for analysis to ensure that the subsampling
variance is within data quality objectives.
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10 Requirements for Contract Laboratories
The large mass of the field sample, laboratory space for drying, suitable
grinding equipment, representative subsampling procedures, decontamination, and dust control measures are some of the challenges faced by the
laboratory in implementing 8330B. However, sampling decision units in a
manner that will provide scientifically defensible data when scrutinized by
the regulatory process and the courts demands that these challenges be
met. The laboratory’s equipment, procedures (including decontamination), and accreditation need to be adequate for project requirements.
Laboratories should comply with the DoD Quality Systems Manual
through the DoD Environmental Laboratory Accreditation Program and
with the standard operating procedures given in the EPA Guidance for Obtaining Representative Laboratory Analytical Subsamples from Particulate Laboratory Samples (USEPA 2003b). Assessment by the DoD Environmental Laboratory Accreditation Program according to the DoD
Quality Systems Manual version 4.1 (US DoD EDQW 2009) will cover laboratory procedures for multi-increment sampling for explosives analysis.
Laboratories analyzing for compounds other than explosives should be assessed and approved for multi-increment sample processing in accordance
with USACE Incremental Sampling (IS)-based laboratory requirements for
the analysis of explosives (Method 8330B) and Metals in Solid Matrices
(USACE 2009). ASTM D6323 Standard Guide for Laboratory Subsampling of Media Related to Waste Management Activities (ASTM 2003)
gives guidance on sample splitting, particle size reduction, and the mass of
subsample necessary to reduce the fundamental error to less than 15%.
Method 8330B for energetic compounds (propellant and explosives) requires that the entire 1- to 2-kg sample be air dried, then sieved to remove
particles larger than 2 mm, which are not defined as soil. In addition it ensures that all particles of explosives that could potentially be present during grinding are below the critical diameter for propagation of a detonation. A smaller sieve size (recommended in the original Method 8330)
should not be used for training range soils because a substantial portion of
the energetic residues would be removed by sieving (M.R. Walsh et al.
2007). Soils should be thoroughly disaggregated before sieving in the laboratory to ensure that all soil-size particles pass through the sieve. The
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entire sieved sample is then ground to reduce particle size further, typically to an average particle size of less than 75 µm (very fine sand and smaller). The smaller the particles are, the lower is the variability between subsamples from a given mass of sample (USEPA 1992b). From the processed
multi-increment sample, take at least 20 increments in an unbiased manner and composite these until a sufficient sample mass is obtained for extraction and analysis. This is particularly important if the soil sample was
ground in more than one batch.
Method 8330B recommends processing 10 g of soil for solvent extraction
and analysis, rather than the 1 to 2 g typically analyzed by other methods.
Grinding is needed to improve precision to acceptable levels for explosives,
propellants and metals samples (M.E Walsh et al. 2005).
Multi-increment samples collected in locations where both metals and energetic compounds are distributed (i.e., firing points, direct line-of-sight
targets, demolition ranges) can be processed similarly. Just remember that
a background soil sample should be collected and analyzed to determine
the metal background concentrations. If good records are available, you
can analyze for the metals known to be constituents of the munitions fired.
Alternatively, the sample can be analyzed for the entire EPA Method 6010
inorganic list, and then exclude those metals that are at or below background levels.
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11 Summary
A broad range of considerations must be taken into account to develop and
implement a sound multi-increment sampling plan for the MMRP. Many
of these considerations will be site-specific and depend on the sampling
objectives and analytes of interest: there are no “cookie-cutter” templates.
However, with clear data quality objectives and a good multi-increment
sampling plan, the average concentration of high explosives, propellants,
and metals can be determined for a decision unit by following this guidance document. An advantage of multi-increment sampling is that the
samplers walk the entire decision unit, giving them an opportunity to see
debris that would indicate the presence of a partial detonation or other
contaminating event. Remember that sampling error is the largest source
of error in obtaining contaminant concentrations on military ranges (Jenkins et al. 1997a,b, 1999). Sampling error is orders of magnitude larger
than laboratory analytical error. Unfortunately, many environmental programs have ignored the need to collect representative samples from areas
they want to characterize. Figure 11.1 and the highlights below summarize
the main points you need to keep in mind.

11.1 Representative samples are the key to environment
characterization
Determine how many replicates you need to show that the measured mean
concentrations are within desired uncertainty levels. When in doubt, the
number of samples and the number of increments collected to build each
multi-increment sample should be maximized rather than minimized.
Lack of the appropriate type and number of samples cannot be compensated for in the laboratory.

11.2 Subdivide the site into decision units, based on previous and
intended future use
The number and size of decision units is a judgment call based on the conceptual site model and the decision to be made (purpose of the sampling).
Decision units, in theory, can be any size.
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11.3 Sample soils within a decision unit for explosives, propellants,
and metals
Our studies indicate that a 1- to 2-kg sample, composed of at least 50 increments, is necessary to reliably estimate the mean concentration of
analytes of interest within a decision unit. We often collect 100 increments
if the decision unit is large or is being studied in depth. Collect three multiincrement samples from each decision unit whenever possible.

11.4 Process and subsample the soil samples to quantify their MC
concentrations
After sieving, either the entire field sample is pulverized and subsampled
or the entire field sample should be extracted. If the sample is pulverized,
triplicate subsamples should be collected periodically to assess the uncertainty associated with subsampling. The goal is to achieve a field sampling
variance of less than 30% RSD and laboratory subsampling variance less
than 15% RSD.

11.5 Quantify the uncertainty associated with the average
concentration
Triplicate field samples can be used to assess the uncertainty in the average concentration of energetic compounds and metals in soils.

11.6 Desired result
Proper sample collection and processing will allow you to characterize an
area that may be up to 1 km2 using a 10-g subsample.
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Glossary
Area of Concern: Within a site there can be one or more areas that are
of particular concern given their history.
Bias: Systematic or persistent distortion of a measurement process that
causes error in one direction (the expected sample measurement value differs from the sample’s true value). USEPA QA/G-5S.
C4: A high explosive containing 91% RDX and 9% oil.
Composition B: Comp B is a high explosive containing 60% RDX, 39%
TNT, 1% wax.
Concentration: Concentration can be expressed in a variety of ways
parts per thousand (ppt), which is equivalent to mg/g, g/kg, or g/L; parts
per million (ppm), which is equivalent to mg/kg or mg/L; parts per billion
(ppb) which is equivalent to µg/kg or µg/L.
Conceptual Site Model: The CSM describes the relationship between
the analytes of interest, their sources, release mechanisms, distribution,
fate and transport, and possible exposure routes to potential receptors.
Decision Unit: A decision unit is an explicitly defined area for which an
average concentration of contaminants released from past activities will be
estimated. This information is used to decide whether or not the area requires remediation or institutional controls. A decision unit is threedimensional (surface area and depth). The size and shape of the decision
unit is based on the data quality objectives, how the area was previous
used, and its intended future use (see Section 6.1).
Discrete Sample: A discrete sample is a grab sample; an aliquot of material collected for analytical testing at single time and location.
Dud: A munition containing explosives that was fired but did not detonate.
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Energetic Residues: Energetic material residues are unreacted explosives and propellant compounds that remain after firing or detonation of
munitions.
High-order Detonation: When projectiles reach the impact area and
the explosive reaction goes to completion as designed, the round is said to
have detonated high-order.
Method 8330B: This method revision “provides guidance for the collection and processing of samples for characterization of secondary explosive
and propellant residues in solid matrices, such as soils, solid wastes, and
sediments obtained on military training ranges.”
http://www.epa.gov/epaoswer/hazwaste/test/pdfs/8330b.pdf

Multi-increment Sample (MIS): A multi-increment sample is a type of
composite sample that is built by collecting and combining many “increments” (small portions of particulate material such as soils and sediments)
in an unbiased manner from throughout a single Decision Unit. One must
employ the tenants of Sampling Theory to determine the appropriate sample mass, number of increments, and correct selection and use of sampling
tools when collecting a multi-increment sample.
Octol: A high explosive composed of 70% HMX and 30% TNT.
Partial Detonation (low-order detonation): When a malfunction
occurs so that the reaction is only partially completed, the round is said to
have undergone a partial detonation or detonated low-order.
Profile Sample: Sample taken of the subsurface soil as a function of
depth (sometimes referred to as a core sample).
Random−Systematic: A method in which the timing or location of
samples is selected randomly. This randomly selected unit establishes the
starting place of a systematic pattern (for example, every 3 days, every 5th
unit, every unit at a node on a grid design) that is repeated throughout the
population. (Systematic sampling EPA QA/G-5S.)
Systematic Grid Sampling: Square or rectangular grid with a random
starting point (EPA Soil Screening Guidance).
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Targeted Sampling: (Judgmental sampling—EPA QA/G-5S)—use of
professional judgment to select sampling locations.
Tritonal: A high explosive composed of 80% TNT, 20% aluminum.
Wide-area Sample: Wide-area (> 10,000 m2 or 2.47 acres) sampling
combines qualitative reconnaissance (e.g., visual inspection or some
screening technology) and multi-increment sampling.
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Appendix A: Data Quality Objectives—7-Step
Process
The EPA and ASTM have published a 7-step process for determining data
quality objectives (USEPA 2006a; ASTM 2006). They describe the Data
Quality Objectives (DQA) as the framework for planning data collection.

A.1 State the problem
Describe the problem in a clear, uncomplicated manner. Develop a Conceptual Site Model (CSM). Identify team members, the decision-makers,
and define budget and schedule constraints that could affect the decision.

A.2 Identify the decision
What is the principal study question that must be addressed? Describe alternative actions that might be taken depending on the outcome of the
study. Combine the study question with alternative actions to form a decision statement. Organize multiple decisions and decision statements to
address the problem.

A.3 Identify inputs to the decision
With the decision statement defined, what data are needed to make a decision? What kind of information will be needed? What sources of information might be used? Are there decision values or “action levels” that can
be used to choose among alternative courses of action? Identify the sampling and analysis methods that can meet data requirements.

A.4 Define the study boundaries
This step includes defining the target population of interest, specifying the
spatial boundaries within which data will be collected, determining the
time frame for data collection, identifying practical constraints on collecting data, and determining the smallest subpopulation, area, volume, or
time for which separate decisions must be made. This step is where decision units are delineated.
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A.5 Develop a decision rule
This fifth step converts the decision statement into a decision rule, with
the decision rule based on the expected inputs to the decision. Select an
appropriate population parameter (e.g., mean, median, etc.) that will be
estimated based on the data collected for each decision unit. Verify that
the decision value/action level will be clearly identifiable given the selected
parameter and the data sources that will be used (e.g., detection limits are
below action level). Formulate if−then statements that can actually guide
decision making.

A.6 Specify tolerable limits on decision errors
Because the data upon which environmental decisions are based have uncertainties associated with them, determine how much uncertainty can be
tolerated in the data to make a sound decision. The DQO process takes a
classical statistical approach to uncertainty, incorporating the concepts of
a null hypothesis, the gray region, and false rejection (of the null hypothesis, Type I) and false acceptance (of the null hypothesis, Type II) errors.
These concepts are combined with an analysis of the consequences of making an incorrect decision to determine acceptable probabilities of making
decision errors.

A.7 Optimize the design for obtaining data
The final step of the DQO process uses the results of the first six steps to
select a sampling program to achieve the desired goals at the least cost.
This includes choosing analytical methods and determining sample numbers and techniques.
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Figure A.1. Types of military ranges, and the energetic residues likely to be present on each
range.
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Appendix B: Soil Sampling Field Kit
Table B.1. Soil sampling field kit supplies. Items in bold font are essential.
Item description

Qty*

Purpose

Source / part number**

Sampling tools
Coring tools

Obtain soil sample increments

Coring tool

(1)

2-cm-diameter coring bit

1

3-cm-diameter coring bit

2

4-cm-diameter coring bit

1

Support Tools and equipment

CRREL or EnviroStat, Inc.

Adjust and repair coring tool

Wrench, 9/16 in.

2

Adjusting lock-nuts

M-C # 5400A18

File, metal, half-round

1

Sharpening ID of coring bit

M-C # 6073A11

Hammer, Dead-blow, 1#

1

Ejecting stuck core

M-C # 6051A31

Pliers, slip joint, 2.25 in.

1

Installing coring bits

M-C # 5368A14

Pin, 5/16 x 1.25 in.

1

Spare connecting pin

M-C # 93750A402

Tool, multi-purpose

1

Handy for many tasks

(e.g. Leatherman)

Nuts, Hex, SS, 3/8-24

4

Replacements

Nuts, Flange, Serrated, SS, 3/8-24

2

Replacements

Tape Measure, Metric, 3-m

2

Splitting tools

Used to subsample cores

Putty Knife (Modified)

1

Putty Knife

1

Scoops
Stainless #2

M-C # 68025A55
Sharpen one edge, tooth the other

M-C # 3658A13
M-C # 3658A31

Used where corers do not work
2

AMS #428.02 or 427.82
Cleaning Equipment and Supplies

Equipment

or

Durables

Stainless steel pads

6

M-C # 7364T75

Brush, parts-cleaning

1

M-C # 7448T67

Bottle, spray, 16 oz

1

For Acetone

M-C # 9864T52

Bottle, spray, 4-L

2

For Water

M-C # 9864T15

Sprayer, compression

1

For Water

M-C # 9864T15

Bottle, HDPE, 4-L

2

Extra water storage

M-C # 7528T36

Pail, 20-L, w/ cover

1

Field waste storage

M-C # 4344T71

Supplies
Kimwipes or Techwipes
Acetone

Disposables
2

M-C # 7036T12
0.5 to 1 L should work.
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Qty*

Purpose

Source / part number**

Sample Collection Materials
Decision Unit demarcation

Marking area to be sampled

Flagging, PVC stake

24

Color, qty, and size discretionary

FSI # 33702

Wrench, Allen, T-handle,

2

For setting pin flags in hard soil

M-C # 5374A55

Stake, survey, 4-ft

6

Marks corners and active lanes

Tape measure, 30-m

2

Lay out DU

Tape measure, 8-m

2

Rangefinder, Nikon 1200 7 x 35

1

11−1200 yd

Eagle Optic # RAN-NK-8358

Flagging, roll, pink, orange

2

For marking avoidance items

FSI # 57905

Collection
or

FSI # 39415

For field samples

Bags, clean, PE, 15 x 15 in., 6 mil

100

Bags, clean, PE, 17 x 12 in., 6 mil

100

Ty-wraps, black, ss tongue

200

Tags, 2.5 x 5 in. self-laminating

120

Counter, handheld, pushbutton

2

Personnel Protective Equipment
Gloves, latex, diamond-grip

FSI # 39941

(EPA Level 100 clean)

KNF # 300010-02 (LB 106:1515)
KNF # 300010-02 (LB 106:1217)

For bags and tags

M-C # 6614K54
Brimar (Ref. Invoice #96886)

For keeping track of increments

M-C # 1707T5

Visibility and worker protection
20

Hand protection (sized M, L, or XL)

Vest, surveyors

(High-visibility orange)

Site-specific (masks, etc.)

Dependent on area of operation

C-P # EW-86231-31, 32, or 33

Documentation
Book, recording, level

2

Field sample logging and notes

FSI # 49496 (Rite-in-the-Rain ®)

Marker, black, fine-point,
permanent

6

Marking bags and tags

(Sharpie)

Marker, black, X-fine point

6

Field book and tags
Other

Container, storage, lockable

2

To carry kit

(Rubbermaid Action-Packer, 24-gal)

Locks, keyed-alike

4

To lock the storage boxes

M-C # 1834A36

Water bottles

For personal use

* Quantities shown recommended for each tool;
** Sources: M-C: McMaster-Carr (www.mcmaster.com); AMS: Art's Mfg. & Supply Inc. (ams-samplers.com); FSI: Forestry
Suppliers, Inc. (www.forestry-suppliers.com); KNF: KNF Clean Room Products, Corp. (www.knfcorporation.com); Brimar: Brimar
Industries Inc. (www.brimar.com); C-P: Cole-Parmer, Inc. (Cole-Parmer.com); GPL: GPL Laboratories, LLLP (gplab.com);
Undesignated items are locally available.
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Appendix C: Supplies and Equipment needed
for Sample Processing
C.1 Lab equipment
•
•

Exhaust hood.
HEPA vacuum.

C.2 Air-drying
•
•
•

Heavy-duty aluminum foil (wide).
Aluminum pans (bakery sheets) 17 ¾ × 25 ¾ × 1 1/8 in.
Baking pan racks.

C.3 Sieving
•
•
•
•
•
•

No. 10 mesh stainless steel sieve (8-in. diameter).
Stainless steel spoon.
Stainless steel bowl (large enough to hold 8-in.-diameter sieve).
Nitrile gloves.
Bag or jar for oversize fraction.
Bag for ground sample.

C.4 Grinding
•
•
•
•

Grinder (LabTech Essa LM2 or equivalent).
Grinding bowls—800-g capacity.
Grinding puck or disk.
Lid (with seal) for grinding bowls.

C.5 Subsampling
•
•
•

Stainless steel spatulas.
2-oz wide-mouth amber jars.
Scale (±0.01 g).

C.6 Cleaning
•
•
•
•

Concentrated liquid cleaning solution (Micro 90).
Scrubbing pads (3M Scotch Brite, 4 × 6 in.).
Paper wipes (Kimwipes).
Stainless steel brush or picks.
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Table C.1. Items used for sample processing. Those in bold font are needed.
Item description

Qty

Source / part number**

Sample drying
Equipment

Supplies

Bakery rack

2

Slide-in / 7-pan: Channel Mfg. Inc. (LRES)

Bakery Sheet Pans

14

17-3/4 x 25-3/4 x 1-1/8in. Al (LRES)

Drying rack

1

Holds 3 bakery racks: Mfg in-house

Heavy-duty aluminum foil

Roll

18 x 0.002in. x 500 ft.: M-C# 9060K29

Kimwipes or Techwipes

2

M-C #7036T12 / GSA # 7920-00-965-1709

Gloves, latex, diamond-grip

Box

C-P #EW-86231-31, 32, or 33 (M,L, XL)

Sieving
Equipment

Sieves, no. 10 (2.00 mm), 8-in. Dia.

2

Brass frame and mesh: C-P # 8323S68

Stainless steel sieving bowls

2

10−12 in. Dia. x 4−6 in. Deep. (LRES)

Tools

Stainless steel tablespoons

2

(LRES)

Supplies

Latex gloves

Box

C-P #EW-86231-31, 32, or 33 (M,L, XL)

Dust mask

User's preference

Sandwich bags

Box

For > 2-mm fraction

Grinding
Equipment

Puck mill—Labtechnics LM2-P

1

Model # 100304: Labtech

B800C Grinding bowl,

2

Part # 471025: Labtech

B800C Grinding disc,

2

Part # 471026: Labtech

B800C Grinding lid,

2

Part # 471027: Labtech

Sealing ring, Polyurethane

4

Part # 470039: Labtech

Subsampling
Equipment

None

Tools

Spatula spoon

2

Part # 8333J97 (12/box): TS

Supplies

Sample jars, 2-oz.

Case

Part # 0060-0050 PC (48/case): ESS

Heavy-duty aluminum foil

Roll

See above

Cleaning equipment and supplies
Tools

Supplies

Brush, parts-cleaning

1

M-C# 7092T18

Bottle, spray, 16 oz

1

For Acetone M-C#9864T52

Bottle, spray, 4-L

1

For Water: M-C# 9864T15

Scrubbing pads,

ScotchBrite®,

3 x4 in.

6

Stainless steel pads

6

Cleaning solution, liquid, Micro-90

Gal.

Acetone

M-C# 7364T62
Aldrich: Part 3 Z28-156-5
0.5 to 1 L should work.

Kimwipes or Techwipes

Box

M-C #7036T12 / GSA # 7920-00-965-1709

Gloves, latex, diamond-grip

Box

C-P #EW-86231-31, 32, or 33 (M,L, XL)

** Sources: LRES: Any local restaurant equipment supplier; M-C: McMaster-Carr (www.mcmaster.com); GSA: U.S.
General Services Administration: (www.gsa.gov); C-P: Cole-Parmer, Inc. (Cole-Parmer.com); Labtech: Labtech ESSA
(Australia) (www.labtechessa.com.au); TS: Thomas Scientific (www.thomassci.com); ESS: Environmental Sampling &
Supply (www.envisupply.com); Aldrich: Aldrich Chemicals (www.sigmaaldrich.com); Undesignated items are locally
available.
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Table C.2. Metal composition of
standard steel and chrome grinding
bowls used in the Essa ring mill.
Metal

Standard

Chrome

Au

2.0 ppm

0.05 ppm

Ag

10 ppm

1.0 ppm

Bi

10 ppm

10 ppm

Cd

10 ppm

10 ppm

Co

2000 ppm

300 ppm

Cu

5000 ppm

2500 ppm

Cr

2500 ppm

14 %

Mg

2000 ppm

1000 ppm

Mn

2.0 %

7500 ppm

Mo

1.0 %

2500 ppm

Ni

5000 ppm

4000 ppm

Pb

2000 ppm

25 ppm

V

1.0 %

1500 ppm

Zn

2000 ppm

500 ppm
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Appendix D. Field Screening/Field Analysis
Techniques
During site characterization, it is often desirable to identify an unknown
solid or obtain a quantitative analysis of a suspicious area of soil. Several
field screening technologies exist that can reliably identify energetics or
estimate their concentrations in soils. The most commonly employed
methods are described below.

D.1. Determining if an unknown solid is an energetic compound
Partial (low-order) detonations or ruptured rounds can leave chunks of
explosives on the ground. Experienced samplers, UXO technicians, and
EOD personnel can often identify these materials visually. Sometimes,
however, it is useful to analyze the solid in the field to determine whether
it is an explosive and, in some cases, what type of explosive it is. The most
often encountered solids at active ranges are TNT, Composition B,
Tritonal, and C4.
The EXPRAY kit is the simplest and least expensive technique that qualitatively identifies explosives. This kit was developed in Israel to identify letter bombs and it is distributed in the U.S. by a variety of vendors. The kit
comes with three spray cans and some sticky papers (Fig. D.1). The three
sprays are used sequentially: the first detects nitroaromatic compounds
such as TNT, Tetryl, and 2,4-DNT; the second detects nitramines and nitrate esters including RDX, HMX, NG, PETN, and NC; while the third tests
for inorganic nitrates.
To conduct an analysis, the unknown solid is touched with the sticky paper, thereby collecting small particles of the material on the paper. The
paper is sprayed with the first can and if a brown color develops, it is a
positive test for nitroaromatics, usually TNT. A positive detection could
mean that the solid is TNT, Composition B, or Tritonal (Bjella 2005).
To continue the screening, whether you had a positive test with can 1 or
not, spray the paper with can 2. If a pinkish color results, the test is positive for nitramines or nitrate esters. Note that the test for nitramines and
nitrate esters using can 2 requires that can 1 be sprayed first because the
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reagents in can 1 are necessary to get a positive result for can 2. If positive
results were obtained with cans 1 and 2, the material is likely Composition
B, although octol will give a similar result (Fig. D.2). If a positive test results only with can 2, then the material could be C4 or a nitrate ester such
as PETN. Can 3 is not generally used for military ranges because inorganic
nitrate explosives are not used by the military.

Figure D.1. EXPRAY kit.

Figure D.2. Solid materials found at active military range with
EXPRAY test results shown.
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Solid pieces of explosive should not be incorporated into soil samples
shipped from the site. Soil samplers should inform UXO or EOD technicians of the location of these chunks of explosive so they can be destroyed
or collected by the appropriate personnel.

D.2 Field analysis of soil samples for energetic compounds
Simple field methods for quantifying TNT and RDX in soil were developed
by Jenkins (1990) and M.E. Walsh and Jenkins (1991). These colorimetricbased methods have been used successfully in the Installation Restoration
Program at a large number of Army Ammunition Plants and Depots.
EnSys developed commercialized versions of both methods; they are currently available from SDIX and have been adopted by the EPA Office of
Solid Waste as SW846 Methods 8515 and 8510 (USEPA 1996c, 2000).
D.2.1 Sample extraction
The first step in both methods is to extract the explosive from the fieldmoist soil using acetone purchased from a hardware store or pharmacy.
We recommend that a 20-g soil sample be extracted with 100-mL of acetone by shaking for 3 minutes in a polyethylene wide-mouthed bottle. After shaking, the suspension is allowed to settle, and, using a plastic syringe, the acetone extract is passed through a 0.5-µm filter and collected in
a clean container. This extract can then be split and a portion used for the
TNT and RDX tests.
D.2.2 TNT colorimetric method
The TNT test was developed by Jenkins (1990) and relies on a classical
chemical reaction first reported by Janowsky in 1891. TNT in acetone solution reacts with a strong base to produce a reddish-colored anion. The absorbance of this solution measured at 540 nm is proportional to concentration as stated in the Beer-Lambert Law:
A = abc
where
A = absorbance
a = absorptivity
c = concentration.
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Acetone also extracts the water from the moist soil, and the water content
of the acetone extract varies as a function of the moisture content of the
soil. Fortunately, the absorptivity of the reddish-colored anion for TNT only changes slightly as a function of water content over the range expected
for field-moist soils, if the proportion of soil (mass, g) to acetone (volume,
mL) is maintained at 20/100 (Jenkins and M.E. Walsh 1992). The detection limit for TNT is 1 mg/kg.
To obtain a concentration estimate for TNT, the initial absorbance of the
filtered acetone/soil extract is obtained at 540 nm with a field portable
spectrophotometer. A drop of the color forming solution (from the EnSys
kit) is added and allowed to react for 3 minutes. The final absorbance at
540 nm is then obtained (Fig. D.3). The difference in absorbance (final –
initial) is then used to calculate the TNT concentration in solution versus
the absorbance of the calibration standard. Specific details are supplied
with the EnSys TNT kit.

Figure D.3. Portable spectrophotometer used in field to measure
concentrations.

Jenkins et al. (1997b) compared the concentrations determined for a series
of TNT-contaminated soils using this colorimetric method with analysis of
the same acetone extract by HPLC. A plot comparing the on-site results
using the field method compared with the laboratory HPLC results for the
same acetone extracts shows excellent agreement over the entire range of
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concentrations encountered (Fig. D.4). The slope of the regression line was
1.04 and the correlation coefficient was 0.997. Thus, the TNT field method
provides excellent quantitative results for TNT.

Figure D.4. Comparison of onsite (field) versus laboratory
(HPLC) derived TNT concentration estimates of acetone extracts
from soil samples collected at CFB-Valcartier (from Jenkins et
al. 1997b).

D.2.3 RDX/HMX colorimetric method
The RDX/HMX method, developed by M.E. Walsh and Jenkins (1991), also uses chemical reactions that produce a colored product. The RDX/HMX
in the acetone extract is passed through an anion exchange cartridge to
remove any nitrate/nitrite. The solution is then acidified with acetic acid
and the RDX/HMX converted to nitrous acid with powdered zinc
(Francimont Reaction). A Hach Nitriver powder pillow is added, converting the nitrous acid to a colored azo dye (Griess Reaction). The absorbance
of the pinkish-colored solution is obtained at 507 nm and compared to the
absorbance of the calibration standard. Detailed directions for this test are
available with the EnSys RDX/HMX Test Kit.
The accuracy of this method was evaluated with a set of HMX-contaminated soils. The concentration obtained using the field method was compared to that from the analysis of the acetone extract with HPLC.
The regression analysis of the concentration estimates from the field
RDX/HMX method versus laboratory analysis of the same acetone extract
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is shown in Figure D.5. The samples have concentrations from near the
detection limit to over 2000 mg/kg. The slope of the regression line was
1.01, with an intercept of −0.67, and the correlation coefficient was 0.990.
Thus, the field RDX/HMX method provides reliable concentration estimates for HMX. Excellent results for RDX were also obtained for a variety
of RDX-contaminated soils from a variety of sites (Jenkins and M.E.
Walsh 1992). The detection limit for this test is 1 mg/kg.

Figure D.5. Comparison of onsite (field) versus laboratory (HPLC)
derived HMX concentration estimates of acetone extracts from
soil samples collected at Valcartier ATR (from Jenkins et al.
1997b).
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Appendix E. Collecting Samples Using the
Non-GPS Method
E.1 Establish decision unit corners
We describe here how to establish the corners of a square decision unit,
using a 10- × 10-m decision unit as the example (Fig. E.1); this is easily
modified for any rectangular shape. Step 1: Place a flag (or painted lath)
at corner A and use either a measuring tape or a rangefinder (for larger
decision units) to establish a baseline 10 m long to the second flag at corner B. Step 2: Swing the tape 90° to get an orthogonal side 10 m from
corner B to the approximate location of corner C. To verify perpendicularity and the correct position of corner C, use a second tape (or rangefinder)
on the diagonal from corners A to C, calculating the appropriate diagonal
length using AB2 + BC2 = Diag2 (in this case, the diagonal equals 14.14 m).
Mark the position of corner C where the two tape end points from corners
A and B coincide. Step 3: Move the tape used to measure the diagonal to
corner B and use the same principle and two tapes, diagonal from corner B
and 10 m from corner C to establish corner D, maintaining the length of
BD equal to 14.14 m. Step 4: Check (and adjust) the location of corner D
by verifying the length from corner A to D is 10 m (in this case).

E.2 Determine lane spacing and markers
The next step is to determine the number of lanes within the decision unit
and the increment spacing per lane to collect the proper number of sample
increments. Our goal is to develop a pattern with evenly spaced sampling
points. The following describes an approach to design this pattern.
This example determines sample spacing based on the assumptions:
•
•
•

The decision unit is a 10 × 10-m square.
A systematic−random sampling pattern.
At least a 50-increment sample.
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Figure E.1. Steps to layout a rectangular decision unit. The side being defined is shown as a
thick black line. Positions of the measuring tape used to define corner locations are shown as
thin purple lines.

First, determine the square root of the number of increments: 50  7.07 ,
then divide the length of a side in the decision unit by the square root you
just calculated: 10 m/7.07 = 1.41 m. This calculation indicates that the distance between sampling lanes should be 1.41 m. However, marking lanes
every 1.41 m would result in (10/1.41) or 7.1 lanes. Although a 7.1 × 7.1 division does provide 50 sampling cells (one for each increment), the number of lanes must be a whole number. In this case, a good choice would be
to have seven lanes (1.42 m wide) along one axis, and collect eight soil increments along each lane at 1.25-m spacings (10 m/8 = 1.25 m). This design provides 56 cells, a few more than our target of 50-increments (Fig.
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E.2). The size of other decision units and the number and placement of increments can be estimated in a similar way.

Figure E.2. Decision unit divided into seven lanes with eight cells in each
lane. Placing alternating colored flags at the intersections of lanes helps
with visualizing the walking path.

Once the number of lanes is established, mark the division between lanes
with a pin flag or some other indicator. Plastic-stemmed flags are better
than metal-stemmed pin flags as they do not interfere with magnetometer
readings. It is helpful to use flags with two colors and alternate them to
help samplers walk the correct path (Fig. E.2).

E.3. Collecting the sample
Once the decision unit and lane positions are marked, the first step in collecting the sample is to determine your first increment collection point
within the starting cell. This must be done randomly, using a random
number generator, a calculator, or a die. Two numbers are needed to define the sample location within the cell (an X and a Y coordinate starting
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from a corner of the decision unit). It is best to choose a manageable number of divisions for the cell. In our example, the cell dimensions are 1.42 m
in the X direction and 1.25 m in the Y direction. You could choose to use
six divisions in each cell, which in this case for the X direction would be 0,
0.28, 0.56, 0.85, 1.14, 1.42 m, and in the Y direction would be 0, 0.25, 0.5,
0.75, 1.0 and 1.25 m. (A number on the die can be used to represent one of
the choices, e.g., 1 = 0, 2 = 0.5, and so on.) Figure E.3 shows an example in
which the lower left-hand corner is the starting cell, the origin position
within that cell (X = 0, Y = 0) is its lower left-hand corner, and the collection position for the first increment is X = 0.85 and Y = 0.25 as shown by
the green “×” symbol.

Figure E.3. Systematic random collection pattern for a 56-increment sample in a
10- x 10-m square decision unit. Increment locations designated by the green x
symbols. Increments should be collected at the same relative position within
each collection cell.
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After collecting the first increment at that position, you should position all
subsequent increments as close as possible to the same location within
each cell, as illustrated by the other green “×” symbols in Figure E.3. Using
the flags as aids, start in one corner of the decision unit and collect increments up and back along the marked lanes as shown schematically in Figure E.4. Offset the location of an increment, by as little as possible, if you
encounter a rock outcrop or tree roots.

Figure E.4. Typical walking path traversed while collecting a
multi-increment sample in a square decision unit. Increments
are collected along the solid black line, traveling to the next lane
is shown as a dashed black line. A marker lath is used on each
end to help accurately position increment locations. The lath is
moved to every other lane on each side.

Another useful aid to help samplers stay in the proper lane is a wooden
lath with colorful flagging attached. One “end of lane marker” is used on
each end of the decision unit (Fig. E.4). Position the lath at the far end of
the upcoming sampling lane. When you reach the end of that lane, move
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the lath two lanes over before collecting down the adjacent lane, as shown
in Figure E4. End of lane markers are especially helpful for sampling decision units with uneven terrain or tall vegetation but we use them routinely
as they save time and help the samplers follow their lane.
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